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Reporting Period
This report highlights the activities and key issues addressed by the Society for Industrial and
Organisational Psychology from 1 July 2015 until 20 July 2016. Regarding the Society financial
reporting (audited) in this Report, the period spans the previous financial year from 1 August
2015 – 20 July 2016.

Date of issue: 20 July 2016
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Message from the President
In September 2015, Barrack Obama issued an
executive order titled “Using behavioural
science insights to better serve the American
people” in support of the work which
Industrial Psychologists are doing in the USA.
This order formalised and permanently
established a task team of prominent
industrial psychologists and behavioural scientists to aid in enhancing the functioning of its
government and the impact it has on society. This report encourages federal agencies and
departments to apply the principles of behavioural science insights, measures, methods and
models in order to strengthen relationships with the community and to aid in making “better
decisions about policy”. He is quoted as saying: “Where federal policies have been designed
to reflect behavioural science insights, they have substantially improved outcomes for the
individuals, families, communities, and businesses those policies serve.”
Through this executive order, the unique value which IOP can contribute to the development,
enhancement, growth and sustainability of a country’s federal programmes and policies was
formally recognised. This order further acts as an accolade for South Africa as to the impact
which we as IOPs can make within our country. It shows the impact IOPs can have when we
refuse to accept complacency, when we challenge mediocrity and when we flip the status quo
onto its axiomatic head. We can make a difference, have an impact and add value in the
societies, communities and country we serve… if we choose to actively pursue this notion.
This noble idea, which has been instilled within the SIOPSA 2020 vision and could be traced
back as far as October 2005, is what drives the existence of the Society for Industrial and
Organisational Psychology of South Africa (SIOPSA). This idea has been the foundation for the
development of the SIOPSA 2020 Vision, which in effect spawned the Society’s Operational
Strategy and associative Operational Plan (OPs).
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In a strive to establish SIOPSA as the leading entity for people matters in the work place, the
Society’s Operational Strategy (see Figure 1) was underpinned by two fundamental ideals: (a)
Creating Value for Members and (b) Enhancing the Impact of Industrial and Organisational
Psychology within South Africa. It was believed that if these two ideals are achieved, that it
would generate the revenue needed to further enhance the value proposition of the
Discipline/Profession through the Society.

4. Set the
standards for
IOP

3. Marketing
and
communication

2. Foster
diverse &
representative
membership
growth

1. Run SIOPSA
as a business

5. Ensure
relationships
with regulatory
bodies

6. Connecting
SIOPSA with
community
(CSR)

SIOPSA:
One-stop
Service

7. Become a
trusted advisor
and an
ambassador for
IOP

Figure 1. Operational Strategy’s Objectives
During the last 12 months, these two ideals have underpinned the implementation of
SIOPSA’s Ops plan in VERY difficult economic and financial times. When reading through this
Annual Report, you will note that SIOPSA has been able to achieve a lot given the various
financial constraints under which it functions (e.g. Establishment of the SIOPSA Academy,
Obtaining CPD Accreditor Status, Launching the SIOPSA Foundation etc.). Further to these
achievements we have also been able to build out the value proposition of SIOPSA through
(a) Formal Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with The Society for Industrial and
Organizational Psychology (SIOP) in the United States, (b) Engaging with the HPCSA in order
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draw up new ethical guidelines for Industrial Psychology in South Africa, (c) Actively working
on building a mutually beneficial relationship with PsySsa, (d) running a proof of concept on
Corporate Membership, (e) implemented a rewards and recognition system for Executive
Committee Members and (f) established a formal relationship with PPS. It is clear that the
Society has significantly benefitted from the energy, drive and passion of our Executives as
well as our office staff in order to drive the implementation of the SIOPSA 2020 Vision.
However, given the rapid growth of the Society (e.g. COO appointment, Internalisation of
Finance function, New Branches and Interest Groups, New Offices etc.) coupled with the
current economic and political uncertainty, the Society’s financial sustainability has been
drastically affected. Analysis shows that there has been a dramatic downward trend in the
income/expenditure ratio since the 2011/2012 cycle. Although the income through our
traditional income streams (the Annual Conference and Membership Fees) have increased
during the past three years, the operational expenditure associated with running SIOPSA’s
day-to-day business has also increased. As such, continuing to follow the traditional or
‘historical’ route through banking on membership fees and conference attendance (as the
sole income streams) to cover all of the associated costs, will result in SIOPSA proverbially
‘closing up shop’ in three years.
Although we, as the custodians of our members’ interests, have actively managed the
financial matters of the Society and implemented various profit improvement and cost
reduction strategies during the last 12 months, banking on traditional income streams is not
an option anymore. In order to create value and to enhance the impact of the Society, we
should move away from crafting SIOPSA’s identity (and resultant financial future) around (a)
the Annual SIOPSA Conference and (b) Membership Fees. We have entered a time where the
financial viability of SIOPSA depends upon the active management and implementation of the
Operational Plan in order to transform SIOPSA’s identity and to ensure its financial
sustainability.
During the last 12 months, we have managed to lay the foundation for such. First, we have
managed to obtain accreditation as a Continuous Professional Development Accreditor
(CPDA) with the HPCSA. This affords SIOPSA the opportunity to accredit the events, personal
activities, workshops, formal qualifications (and the like) of individuals for Continuous
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Education Units (CEUs). This affords for additional income to be generated but also adds value
to our members, the profession and psychology at lard. Second, the SIOPSA Academy has
formally been launched, and has successfully presented its first formal course during the third
quarter of this cycle. The SIOPSA Academy has the potential to not only be a major income
generating vehicle for the Society, but is able to contribute to the personal and professional
development of IOPs in South Africa. Maintaining high levels of competence, enhancing our
skill set, and expanding our collective knowledge, will impact on the perceptive value of the
IOP’s unique service offering and as such also build out the professional brand of the
profession. Third, three new interest groups have been launched this year. These interest
groups keeps SIOPSA relevant and generates new knowledge as well as possibilities for
members and the Society. Finally, we have signed up 7 Corporate Members in the Proof of
Concept phase of its formal implementation. Corporate Membership is a new category of
registration whereby institutions who would like to further the advancement of IOP can do
so through SIOPSA’s formal channels. Finally, through the COO, we have been able to
establish new relationships with key role players in both the private and public sectors that
has been beneficial to the impact and visibility of SIOPSA within the broader world of work.
Although we have laid the foundation for the growth and sustainability of SIOPSA, it is
important to remember that we (collectively) as members of this fraternity, are responsible
for driving the brand of the IOP. We are responsible for our collective reality and for the
direction in which the Society, the profession and the discipline takes. I would therefore like
to call upon YOU, to become an active member of the Society and the help build a future that
we can be proud of.
Thank you for entrusting me this year with your Society!

Prof. Llewellyn Ellardus van Zyl
SIOPSA President, 2015/2016
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SIOPSA EXECUTIVE
The SIOPSA Executive Committee 2015/2016
President

Prof Llewellyn E. van Zyl

(elected)

Past President

Kim Dowdeswell

(elected)

President-Elect

Manoko Ratlala

(elected)

Secretary

Shirleen Titus

(elected)

Treasurer

André Lombard

(elected)

Transformation

André Westraat

(elected)

Membership Services

Alison Felix

(elected)

Membership Growth

Zunica Ermel

(elected)

Steven Breger

(elected)

Conference Co-ordination

Anne Buckett

(elected)

Professional Practice

Prof Deon Meiring

(elected)

External Affairs

Prof Karel Stanz

(elected)

SIOPSA Foundation

Carin Bergh

(elected)

SIOPSA Academy

Dr Lourens van Schalkwyk

(elected)

Marketing and
Communication

Interest Groups
Interest Group in Coaching &

(elected and ex
Dr Anna-Rosa le Roux

Consulting Psychology (IGCCP)

officio)
(elected and ex

People Assessment in Industry (PAI)

David Bischof
officio)

Interest Group in System

(elected and ex
Prof Frans Cilliers

Psychodynamics Organisations (IGSPO)
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officio)

Interest Groups
Interest Group for Cross Cultural

(elected and ex
Prof Leon Jackson

Psychology (IGCCP)

officio)

Regional Branches
KZN Branch Chair

Holly Glaesar

(ex officio)

JHB Branch Chair

Talitha Muller

(ex officio)

PTA Branch Chair

William van Aarde

(ex officio)

WCape Branch Chair

Adrian Parsadh

(ex officio)

Eastern Cape Branch Chair

Frik Nortje

(ex officio)

Vaal Branch Chair

Dr Ederick Stander

(ex officio)

North West Branch Chair

Dr Marissa de Klerk

(ex officio)

President-Elect 2016/2017
One nomination for President-Elect was received, namely, Shirleen Titus

Nominee

Nominated

Seconded

Shirleen Titus

Fred Guest

Kim Dowdeswell

Congratulations to Shirleen Titus for her election as President Elect.
The President Elect for 2017/2018 will be elected during the Society’s AGM in July 2017.

Meetings
The Executive Committee met five times during this reporting period on the following dates:
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Meeting dates of the Executive Committee
27 August 2015
5 November 2015
4 February 2016
19 July 2016

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FEEDBACK
Membership Growth / Services
Membership Growth:

The purpose of this portfolio is to grow SIOPSA membership, in the
respective member categories and identify and new membership
categories, as follows:

1.

Correctly identifying and segmenting target market

(Lead:

MANCO/SERVICE provider)
2.

Design a well thought through growth plan (growth
initiatives),

targeting

the

most

attractive/lucrative

segment(s):

a.

Implement the growth plan by developing, marketing and selling bespoke value
propositions to the various target markets (segments)

b.

Building out SIOPSA's database: Obtain access to Alumni groups and Student lists
through Academia (Heads of Department)

c.

Building out SIOPSA's database: Peruse guests in a targeted fashion to convert
them to members
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d.

Building out SIOPSA's database: Obtain the HPCSA list of registered IO
Psychologists and compare with SIOPSA's existing database; target non
subscribed individuals

3.

Look towards expanding into Southern African Development Community (SADEC) and
explore feasibility

4.

Focus on the segmented target markets (focus should be growth and uptake)
a.

Conduct a market research study (what should be part of SIOPSA's value
proposition?) - (Lead: Service Provider - Partially one)

b.

Have focus group discussions at the annual conference with members and guests
on the topic of value - (Lead: Service Provider - Partially one)

c.

Investigate the feasibility of the establishment of a Scientific Advisory Board that
serves as thought partners to SIOPSA on product/service initiatives and
developments

d.

Initiate and Develop a suitable value proposition (products and services) for
respective target markets (e.g. corporate members, emerging psychologists etc)

e.

Market and sell through appropriate go-to-market channels (as guided by the
Marketing plan)

5.

Viability study: Can SIOPSA become a one-stop service provider to compile information
on behalf of our members?

6.

a.

HPCSA Registration, Payments, Management etc.

b.

CPD infra-structure to manage and maintain legislative requirements etc.

Establish support committee and implement succession management process
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Membership Services:
The purpose of this portfolio is to grow SIOPSA membership, in the
respective members in the respective categories and identify and new
membership categories, as follows:

1. Develop and implement an annual customer satisfaction survey
(Lead: Service Provider)
2. Develop and sell value propositions (products
services) per segment (Alongside
3.

and

Membership Growth - See MG points 4.)

Build Interest Groups out by establishing more relevant Groups
a. Positive Organisational Psychology (Dr. Marieta du Plessis)
b. Neurosciences (Prof. Dirk Geldenhuys)
c. LGBT Interest Group (Prof. Juan Nel)
d. Humanitarian Psychology at Work (Prof. Theo Veldsman)
e. Others.

4.

Register SIOPSA as a CPD Service Provider Annually

5.

Champion Emerging Psychologists' Value Proposition

6.

Form additional 'current'/relevant Interest Groups to create new and additional value to
existing members

7.

Guard existing offerings of (1) discounted events and(2) free of charge ECPD and build
these further out

8.

Leverage current MOU relationships to disseminate value to members

9.

NB - Lead Regional Branches and Interest groups

10. Establish support committee and implement succession management process

THE TEAM
The team consists of:
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•

Alison Felix (Membership Services)

•

Zunica Ermel (Membership Growth)

•

Nadene Venter (COO)

A collaborative approach was adopted by the team to achieve the outcomes mentioned
below. Weekly teleconference sessions were held to discuss and address the focus areas of
the two portfolios and drive the achievement thereof.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The following outcomes have been achieved within the Membership Growth and
Membership Services portfolios



A SIOPSA membership pack, defining the SIOPSA member Value Proposition, was
designed, compiled and disseminated to all new members that registered in 2016.



A new membership category, Corporate Membership was introduced. The intent of
Corporate membership document was finalised and a proof-of-concept phase for this
membership category is currently taking place.



The fully paid up corporate members participating in this pilot project are:
1. Deloitte Human Capital
2. JVR Africa
3. Thomas International
4. HFM Talent Index
5. Integrity International
6. TTS
7. BIOSS



Collaboration, partnership and sponsorship from PPS was finalised and the contract was
signed in April 2016 confirming this.



Two new interest groups have been established, namely Positive Organisational
Psychology and Neurosciences



Discussions with SAGEA to collaborate and assist emerging psychologists with access to
organisations for internship placements. An MoU is being discussed presently



The Emerging Psychologist’s Value Proposition has been defined



Quarterly communication and engagement with the Heads of Department: IO Psychology
at all the South African universities to inform them and their students of ongoing
outcomes at SIOPSA
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University Road Shows have taken place and/or been arranged for the portfolio team to
speak to and educate IO Psychology students and emerging psychologists about SIOPSA
and the profession of IO Psychology.



Continued support and submission of eCPD online articles and relevant regional events

Prepared by Alison Felix and Zunica Ermel

Transforming a Profession - Changing a
Society
/transfəˈmeɪʃ(ə)n/ : a marked change in form, nature, or appearance.
The desire to change the form, nature and appearance of SIOPSA is
not negotiable anymore and, as such, the Executive has raised the
profile of the Transformation Portfolio in order to effectively drive
transformation initiatives to the benefit of all the members of SIOPSA.
The Transformation Portfolio aspires to the following objectives in
order to further the issue of transforming the IO Profession, and by
that token, SIOPSA;

SIOPSA aspires to be a professional society:


Whose members are representative of the racial, gender, cultural and religious
diversity of the people of South Africa;



Where members at all stages in their career benefit from equal opportunities in the
industry; and



That creates an enabling environment conducive

to promoting inclusivity and

diversity amongst our members, the profession, and the broader community

Thus, we move from Aspiration to Action and set ourselves the following goals


Short-term
o The Management Committee’s nomination for the President Elect will be an
individual representative of the diversity of South Africa
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o Start building a pipeline of diverse emerging psychologists through the Regions
and Interest Groups
o Foster a culture of inclusivity and respect amongst the Management and
Executive Committee of the Society. It is important to drive Transformation
from a point of shared understanding and intent, and thus some energy will go
into enabling the Executive to collectively address Transformation.



Medium-term
o Aim to increase diversity in membership through offering study support,
mentorship and internship opportunities for students pursuing Honours /
Masters degrees in IO Psychology
o Actively convert emerging psychologists into full members of the Society



Long-term
o Raise the profile of the profession of IO Psychology and as a career choice at
schools

The imperative to transform SIOPSA is however inextricably linked with the broader goal of
transforming our profession. The Portfolio committee thus engaged not only in initiatives to
assist the Society, but also engaged with Institutes of Higher Learning to collaboratively look
at ways of becoming representative of the people of South Africa whom we serve.

To achieve this goal, the following high level imperatives have been identified:


Create a Transformation Committee under the guidance of senior IO Psychologist
(ideally Honorary/Advisory Board member) and create a dedicated Executive Portfolio



Add the Transformation portfolio onto MANCO as an additional strategic portfolio



Develop an action plan with the aim to increase the number of black (as defined in the
EE Act) IO Psychology members



Take hands and work with Academia (Heads of Departments) to develop an action
plan with the aim to increase the number of black IO Psychology students and
subsequent graduates
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Allocate a grant/bursary to previously disadvantaged IO Psychology Master student(s)



Investigate the viability of a mentorship programme for emerging Psychologists and
high potential IO Psychology members

A second Transformation work session was held during May 2016 and, flowing from that
meeting a strategic and operational plan will be developed to give effect to the
aforementioned aspirations, stated imperatives and specific goals. Some progress has already
been made namely:



The creation of the Transformation Committee under the guidance of senior IO
Psychologist and adding the Transformation portfolio onto MANCO as an additional
strategic portfolio

o During 2015 / 2015 the Transformation Portfolio was established within the
Management Committee structure of SIOPSA, and has been chaired by Andre
Westraat, a past president and honorary members of SIOPSA. This was done,
as the Executive wanted to show a tangible commitment towards the drive to
transform the profession of IOP and SIOPSA.
o The nature of the Transformation Portfolio is to have an overt action
orientation; backing up sound planning with disciplined execution to show
tangible steps on the Transformation journey.



Take hands and work with Academia (Heads of Departments) to develop an action
plan with the aim to increase the number of black IO Psychology students and
subsequent graduates.

o

The Transformation committee consist of various role players, chief amongst
these the institutions of higher learning. During the SIOPSA 2015 conference,
special emphasis was placed on the transformation agenda at the HOD
meeting hosted by SIOPSA. The following ideas emerged from the meeting:
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IOP Departments established within the Economic and Management
Sciences arena where math ability / literacy act as an inhibitor to entry
into IOP.



Maintaining black students through to M level



The desire to create partnerships within business to assist students on
their journey to becoming IOP’s



Bursary systems not conducive to attract talent



A need for early identification at Hons. level to attract IOP's



SIOPSA to take leading role in corporate relationship building to assist
universities



The existence of structural hindrances in programs making it difficult
for students to finish their education



Regulatory requirements (“Interns not being employees”) is driving
inefficiencies in the setup of HONS and MASTERS programs



The concern about transformation across IO Departments was
acknowledged.



Scarcity, and the need to identify potential IOP’s



Structural inefficiencies within IOP Departments are limiting entry into
the IOP field.



The Management Committee’s nomination for the President Elect will be an
individual representative of the diversity of South Africa
o

The 2016 / 2017 president for the SIOPSA is Manoko Matlala and the MANCO
has unanimously nominated that Shirleen Titus be the Incoming President fir
this term.

o

Both Manoko and Shirleen have been part of the Transformation work
sessions, and for both of them, Transformation is a passion that lies close to
their hearts. They have taken ownership of the desire to transform and is
blessed with the technical and professional competence to drive the
Transformation agenda with courage and commitment.
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Also, during the year, two (2) Transformation work sessions were held. The sessions were
attended by Advisory Board members, as well as interested parties that wanted to contribute
to the discussion. The discussions were thought provoking and, at times, cutting close to the
individuals involved, as stories of pain and hurt was shared. The realisation dawned that
transformation is first and foremost a journey into the self; looking in the mirror and making
peace with what we see. Only once that is done can we as a collective begin to talk of
transforming the IO Profession and SIOPSA as a professional society. Although it is a cliché, it
is very true that the journey of transformation begins with one step… The Transformation
portfolio thus commits to put the final strategy and implementation plan into action sooner,
rather than later and drive the transformation agenda to the benefit of the IO Profession and
SIOPSA.

Prepared by André Westraat

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
PORTFOLIO
SIOPSA’s Marketing & Communications Portfolio is coming of age
The

SIOPSA

Executive

Committee’s

Marketing

&

Communications Portfolio is coming of age. This is due, in no
small part, to the fact that SIOPSA is on course to embracing the
business benefits and technologies of the online digital and, in
particular, the social-media space.
SIOPSA’s traditional ‘volunteer-run’ business model has made
way for a dedicated strategic business approach, with a highly
focused operational intent. The gravitas of this intent is ensured with the reassuring
presence of SIOPSA’s Chief Operating Officer and our dedicated Office Administration
team – which, together with SIOPSA’s Management and Executive committees (all
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volunteers!), are on the road to success for achieving the SIOPSA 2020 Strategic
Objectives.
It may therefore be deemed essential that SIOPSA’s strategic objectives be
operationalized, by emphasising the strategic integration with the digital technology. This
would ideally provide SIOPSA with the capacity and potential to leverage our reach – so
that we may live up to the SIOPSA Constitution, in order to fulfil the society’s indented
vision and mission.
In support of this, SIOPSA’s Marketing & Communications (M&C) Portfolio has, over the
2015/2016 year, been focusing on building social-media capability, awareness, and a more
‘techno-savvy’ culture – all with a view to building the SIOPSA Brand.
It is the current M&C Portfolio incumbent’s view that SIOPSA is required to adopt a more
integrated and systemic approach to realising the SIOPSA 2020 Strategy. The various
SIOPSA Exco and Ex Officio portfolios cannot afford to work in ‘silos’ any longer.
Particularly, given the recent introduction of various new and important portfolios that
are required to work together more systemically, these being: SIOPSA’s Management
Committee (Manco), and SIOPSA’s Executive Committee (Exco) portfolios: Membership
Services, Membership Growth, Conference, Marketing & Communications, Professional
Practice (having successfully launched SIOPSA’s much-celebrated CPD-Provider Service
over the 2015/2016 period), External Affairs (with a focus on Transforming our industry),
the SIOPSA Foundation (our Corporate Social Responsibility outreach arm), and the soonto-be-launched, and highly anticipated, SIOPSA Academy (SIOPSA’s go-to resource centre
and ‘Knowledge-Hub’).
The overall M&C Portfolio intention this year has been to ideally build SIOPSA into a brand
that represents a valid and credible ‘stamp of approval’ of professional service excellence.
We want our members – who represent the Industrial and Organisational Psychology
(IOP) profession – to be proud of themselves, and of us. And, most importantly, we want
our clients to feel reassured that they are receiving the highest standards of both work
and ethics.
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Introducing SIOPSA’s Social-Media Channels
In addition to playing an important supporting role for the marketing of the #SIOPSA2016
Conference, much of the focus of M&C Portfolio over this 2015/2016 year has been to
investigate, reconfigure, and consolidate SIOPSA’s main website, and the various digital
social-media platforms, into a strategic and impactful opportunity for SIOPSA.
SIOPSA realizes that there is a need for speed – we need to provide our members, guests
and corporate stakeholders with an efficient and effective value-added service.
We are therefore steadily adapting our policies, processes, and procedures – and our
thinking – in order to address the exponential marketing and branding value and
intelligence that can be gained from engaging with the digital and social-media space.
Given this, we also acknowledge that our members reside on a broad continuum of
‘techno-savvyness’ – and there are pockets of resistance to the adoption of a ‘digital
mindset’ and therefore to the multiplicity of social-media platforms.
This being said, SIOPSA would like to introduce you to our Social-Media Channels [direct
click-through links are provided, below (per channel)]:
SIOPSA’s primary website at 'SIOPSA.ORG.ZA': A general holdall for SIOPSA’s
organisational, archival, news, and event information – and an event-bookings portal.
SIOPSA is, however, becoming increasingly search-engine-optimisation (SEO) literate,
and (to date) there appears to be very little real-time engagement or attentiongrabbing value impact from the main website. However, the various social-media
platforms (i.e., mostly Facebook) are proving to be a valuable attention-grabbing
means of which to point our member-guests to the specific relevant details that reside
on the main SIOPSA website.
SIOPSA’s Blog Page: We have had requests from specific interest groups for a Blog
facility, and we are hoping that many more member-guests will be similarly
encouraged to express their points of view – in a world-environment in which there is
so much to express. The Blog functionality has been designed by the relevant SIOPSA
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Exco portfolios, in collaboration with the website service provider, and will be going
live soon (the launch date will be announced in due course).
ψ
All knowledge-, skill- and event-related media will be accessed via the appropriate digital
platforms [be they webinars, videos, audio/podcasts, slide presentations, documents,
amongst others].

SIOPSA's Facebook Page: [1824 ‘Likes’, to date – and growing].
Facebook is SIOPSA’s most popular [i.e., largest audience, high-impact, high-value]
social-media/networking platform at present. It has a high frequency of (real-time)
engagement, excitement/emotion-generation, and overall activity. It is used mostly
for ‘Liking’ and ‘Sharing’ – rather than for discussions or as a Q&A forum.
The Facebook Page is highly accessible and intuitive for users. It remains a valuable
tool for SIOPSA marketing and branding, for event announcements, for the sharing of
interesting links, as well as for providing valuable intelligence/insights into SIOPSA’s
user demographics and their levels of engagement (overall and per post). In addition,
this social-networking platform also provides easy-access to similar international
professional (sister) bodies –there is therefore valuable information that can be found
and accessed ‘under one roof’.

SIOPSA’s LinkedIn Group: [1807 ‘Members’, to date – increasing steadily].
While SIOPSA has a relatively high LinkedIn Group ‘membership’, there is a much lower
level of real-time engagement and activity on this platform. The LinkedIn Group seems
to serve both as a ‘Blog’ for sharing personal/popular (non-scientific, non-peerreviewed) articles and their related informal discussions; and for ‘informal Q&As’
relating to the particular topic or subject matter.
The LinkedIn Group platform – while seemingly having a greater perception of being
‘professional’ (in function and appearance) than does Facebook – seems less
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‘intuitively accessible’ for its users (hence the low level of real-time interaction). The
LinkedIn Group platform is therefore not as conducive to SIOPSA’s marketing and
branding, as is evident with the Facebook Page facility.
ψ
SIOPSA’s Facebook Page also serves as a conduit feed for our Twitter and YouTube
Channels – and vice versa.
SIOPSA’s Twitter Profile [@_SIOPSA]: [648 ‘Followers’, to date – increasing slowly].
Our Twitter channel has a relatively low level of engagement and activity – except
during high-impact (and/or emotionally-charged) events such as Annual Conferences.
This social-networking platform is therefore seemingly more beneficial for quick
information sharing, and for real-time announcements – to and from other Twitter
‘Followers’ with the same and/or similar interests.
SIOPSA’s YouTube Channel [SIOPSA101]:
SIOPSA’s YouTube Channel was launched a few years ago; however, it has been sorely
under-utilised – until recently. The aim for this platform is to ultimately link it to, and
integrate it with, the soon-to-be-launched SIOPSA Academy (our all-in-one online
‘Resource and Knowledge Hub’).
The YouTube Channel will probably also be used for sharing and disseminating
recordings of specific SIOPSA Conferences and Interest Group or Regional Chapter
Events.

SIOPSA’s ‘ChatRoom’ – Our IOP Dialogue Space:
The ChatRoom (‘bulletin board’) functionality has been loaded onto the SIOPSA
website, and is ready to be rolled out (and will be launched and ‘made live’ soon) once
the current software has been updated and tested.
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The ChatRoom provides a platform on which interested parties can engage in in-depth
and subject-specific online discussions, with fellow participants. It requires
registration via email (anonymous and free) and is password-protected to ensure
online security. The ChatRoom facility has ‘virtual chat rooms’ (literally) in which
participants are free to discuss topic- and category-specific issues – at length.
Marketing & Communications – moving ahead in 2016/2017
Insights and change-management considerations from 2015/2016
Given the above, it must be said that SIOPSA is indeed moving boldly ahead! The
following points may, however, be worthy of consideration for the 2016/2017 SIOPSA
Exco:
In this incumbent’s humble opinion – from the invaluable experience and lessons
learnt by engaging with the various SIOPSA stakeholders this year – the 2016/2017
SIOPSA Exco would benefit from becoming present to what a ‘marketing and
branding attitude’ requires. In order to drive SIOPSA's business and operational
focus and approach, the following four attributes have served me well: (a)
continually acquiring Marketing and Branding savvy; (b) becoming increasingly
technologically curious; (c) engaging strategically and intentionally (applying
readily-available marketing intelligence/statistics) from our online interactions
with our stakeholders; and, (d) engaging in a ‘Design Thinking’ approach toward
fulfilling the M&C Portfolio.
Marketing and Communications requires engagement and action – SIOPSA is
slowly learning that a passive approach to M&C has little impact, and little value.
We are learning the value of adopting a more strategically intentional and
proactive approach. We are serious about developing, and growing the gravitas of
the SIOPSA Brand.
SIOPSA’s ideal is to have a Brand that is relevant and that represents a hallmark of
credibility.
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There is a need for speed and SIOPSA will be expected to consolidate and navigate
a clear course with regard to building a credible 'stamp of approval' brand for its
members.
M&C must be driven in a strategically integrated way, toward fulfilling SIOPSA’s
2020 Strategic vision and objectives.
The M&C Portfolio’s role requires an element of content-creation adeptness,
marketing and branding flair, an ability to think strategically and operationally, as
well as a capacity for change management.
The social-media space is hungry for content, and thus requires continual
attention – it requires engagement and presence, a strategic and targeted input
(using quantitative online intelligence), and continuous oversight and
management.
‘Content is King’ (and it is also context-specific): Content is, without doubt, the
lifeblood of our social-media platforms. However, SIOPSA’s Office Administrators
cannot be expected to create, upload, engage with and manage this content, alone
– and often out of context. This is another reason for the enormous value – and
the level of engagement required – of the Interest Groups and Regional Chapter
Committees.
With regard to Marketing and Communications ‘Tone’, SIOPSA could perhaps
benefit by forgoing its ‘academic’ (overly formal, narrative-style) approach. In
order to grab and to hold its stakeholders’ attention, it would benefit our overall
message if we were to ‘lighten up’ in order to engage more personally and
‘passionately’ with our stakeholders.
It would be beneficial and pragmatic for SIOPSA to decentralise its social-media
roles, responsibilities and functionalities. The Interest Group and Regional Chapter
Committees (the Ex Officio office bearers) should ideally be brought to the
proverbial party, in this regard.
These Ex Officio office bearers are key: They are important drivers and energisers
for SIOPSA to bridge and to connection with its Interest Group and Regional
Chapter ‘constituents’.
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SIOPSA’s Manco would be required to provide the relevant processes, procedures
guidelines and the necessary ‘route-maps’ – in order that this process is effectively
and efficiently managed.
It was articulated, and unanimously accepted at a recent SIOPSA Exco-level
workshop, that we cannot afford to NOT create video/audio recordings of our
Conference Keynote Speakers. We cannot continue to allow this ‘Knowledge Gold’
to go to waste – and the leakage (from SIOPSA’s ‘bank’) of this intellectual,
knowledge and financial capital, must be reversed.
It is ideally the mandate and vision of the SIOPSA Academy – to ‘package’ this
knowledge, insight, experience, and research – for the benefit, amongst others, of
those who are unable to participate in SIOPSA’s Annual Conferences and frequent
Events. Given the ubiquity of technological accessibility, there is now very little
reason not to provide this value-added service to our stakeholders.
SIOPSA’s opinion and commentary is much required in the citizen-journalist space,
and there is a strong need for our presence and for us to be heard. The Ex Officio
‘cavalry’ should ideally be SIOPSA’s first call – to get this up and running. There is
potential for this to become important – not only for our internal
stakeholders/members, but also for the external media and our society, at large.
It is each of our responsibility to contribute our voice to our profession, for the
good of society. Alone, we cannot achieve the necessary critical mass – but, as part
of a collective and representative professional society, we can.
Engage personally, if SIOPSA is to make an impact
The theme for this year’s 18th Annual SIOPSA Conference 2016 is ‘In Service to Society’ –
and the spotlight focuses brightly on giving back.
Empirically speaking, we tend to trust individuals, leaders and organisations that ‘walk
their walk’ authentically. However, it is also expected of us that we ‘walk our own walk’,
authentically. The upside is that, in order to do this, we, as SIOPSA-member-specialists,
have ample opportunity and multiple social-media platforms on which to to share both
our individual and collective voices!
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And, as a collective and professional society, our voices are extraordinarily strong! What
is required to achieve this, however, is a modicum of personal engagement – with the
knowledge and faith that we have the backing of our professional society, SIOPSA. Each
of us can rest assured that we have the backing of a large community of scientistpractitioners – who have vast institutional knowledge, collective experience, and
intellectual capital.
However, in order that this enormous ‘collective capital’ does not ‘leak’ through our
system, we must first acknowledge its value, in order to harness it and to use it –
intentionally – so that is has the required transformative impact.
Silence can be deafening! So, more than ever, SIOPSA needs our authentic voices – our
opinions and commentary. As individuals, we have technological access and an everincreasing opportunity to step forward as the ‘citizen journalists’ of our profession. Is it
not our time (and also our obligation) to make comment and to be heard – wherever our
IOP scientist-practitioner knowledge, experience, skills, and attributes can make a
difference?
The time for talking is making way for the need for action. There is much learning to be
had from doing… and then from reflecting… and then by doing again. So, let us get on with
the doing!
WE MAKE AN IMPACT ONLY BY MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
Action requires courage. And we can surely be more courageous
as a collective body that is also recognised as being a credible,
‘stamp of approval’ professional society!

‘#SIOPSA2016’
The official SIOPSA Conference Hashtag
For SIOPSA Conference social-media engagement
…feel free to use it generously!
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SOCIALLY

SIOPSA

ENGAGE | ENQUIRE | ARTICULATE | IMPACT
THE DIGITAL SOCIAL-MEDIA SPACE
This Social-Media space has huge potential
to amplify and to market SIOPSA – via SIOPSA’s important ‘Drivers’:
The ExCo Portfolios, the Interest Groups, and the Regional Chapters.
Interact and engage with SIOPSA’s array of digital social-media platforms!

SIOPSA Facebook Page

SIOPSA Twitter Profile

facebook.com/SocietyofIOPSouthAfrica

twitter.com/_SIOPSA
@_SIOPSA

SIOPSA LinkedIn Group

SIOPSA YouTube Channel
youtube.com/user/SIOPSA101
18th Annual SIOPSA Conference #SIOPSA2016

linkedin.com/groups
‘Society for Industrial and Organisational
Psychology of South Africa’

BLOG
SIOPSA BLOG
siopsa.org.za/blog
This BLOG function is not yet active.
The launch date will be announced
in due course.

SIOPSA ChatRoom
siopsa.org.za/forum/
Our IOP Dialogue Space

ENGAGING…
is ENQUIRING, is DOING, is LEARNING,
is GROWING, is ARTICULATING,
is LEADING… with IMPACT!
is CONSTRIBUTING to a SUSTAINABLE and

CREDIBLE PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY
is
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SIOPSA Secretarial Feedback
Membership Ratifications
The ratification process involves the confirmation of membership applications in all categories
as selected by our new and long-standing members on the online platform. The Secretary is
responsible for this ratification process after which the membership is confirmed according
the correct category as governed by the SIOPSA Constitution. This year the process ran
smoothly with a few exceptions of memberships that has been active since the inception of
the society and may have fallen into the incorrect category. Corrections have been made
where there was no valid reason to keep the category as per the original category. There were
no members who contested the changes and no further resolutions were required. Over
time, with attrition and filtering membership details this will be further resolved and
simplified for the ratification process.

There was a huge uptake of membership whilst the members received a special discount for
early registration and payment of annual membership fees. This change had a significant
impact on the growth of the membership. In October 2015 the growth alone amounted to
over 300%. This meant that SIOPSA’s membership was looking healthy within the first quarter
of the new financial year. Those members who have missed out on early registration
discounts must use the opportunity to register within the first quarter of the financial year
going forward. Early registration benefits members throughout the year when they attend
branch and regional events as well as access to the eCPD product.

Below is a summary of members ratified between August 2015 – July 2016:-
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Constitutional Review
All changes proposed at the AGM 2015 were implemented and updated in the Constitutional
Report. Apart from 1 change proposed in 2016, there were no major changes to the
Constitution. The change related to the financial reporting of the Society is listed below:
Each year, the company prepares annual financial statements within 4 months after the end
of its financial year, or such shorter period as may be appropriate to provide the required
notice of an annual general meeting in terms of section 61(7) of the Companies Act. 2008 (Act
No. 71 of 2008).

The annual financial statements must in the case of a non-profit company be either
Audited voluntarily if the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation so requires; or
Independently reviewed in a manner that satisfies the regulations made in terms of
subsection (7 subject to the subsection 2(A) of the Companies Act. 2008 (Act No. 71 of 2008)

The AGM had approved the 2020 Strategy document and the implementation of the SIOPSA
dreams which were identified serves as an inspirational compass for the growth of the
Society. Objectives have been operationalised and this started to significantly impact the
activities of the society. Forecasted for the medium to long term a measured
operationalisation approach of the vision of the Society would have a positive financial
impact. This approach was viewed as critical to success and received the focus of the entire
MANCO as well as the Advisory Board which comprises of SIOPSA Elders.

The Constitutional change which needs to be ratified and updated in the new constitutional
document is on the SIOPSA website. Additional by-laws were agreed to by the AGM and all
resolutions were updated in the By-Laws document. The proposed amendments are subject
to governance procedures and aligned to all legislative clauses. As required by the
Constitution, all changes must be uploaded on the SIOPSA website for member inputs 30 days
before the AGM.
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It was indeed a privilege to act as governance for all our MANCO / EXCO meetings and being
surrounded by an assembly of disciplined professionals throughout.

Prepared by Shirleen Titus

Conference
SIOPSA’s annual conference is the pivotal event for
both SIOPSA and its members. It is the culmination
of the Society’s combined efforts and many EXCO
portfolio holders use the event to disseminate
important information to the members. Therefore,
the Conference Portfolio Team needs to be
structured,

organised,

people

oriented

and

committed to producing a consistently high quality
event. The Conference Portfolio Team consists of
the Conference Coordinator (a voluntary position, elected at the AGM) and the Office and
Events Manager (a permanent position) as the core functions involved in putting together the
annual conference. It is, without a doubt, a portfolio that relies heavily on a cohesive and
committed group of people to plan and implement the conference. This year the planning of
the conference faced significant hurdles as a result of a tough economic forecast. But despite
this, the upcoming 2016 conference has a full and rich programme line-up, a diverse range of
session tracks, and six high calibre keynote presentations, in addition to the introduction of
three new interest groups.

Building on successes from past conferences, some of the highlights are noted below:
1. Modular conference format: Instead of structuring the conference as a day of
workshops followed by two days of presentations we have continued this year with a
modular approach by including workshops and master tutorials as part of the
programme format. In addition, the programme has been designed to cover different
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interest groups and themes as evenly as possible across all three days, catering to a
broad range of interests for delegates.
2. Team-based presentation formats: This year we have also encouraged prospective
presenters to consider team-based and interactive presentation formats (e.g. panel
discussions, symposiums) more specifically over single-presenter sessions. The idea is
in line with international conference formats but, more importantly, creates increased
interest for delegates due to different viewpoints being represented on a topic. We
encourage prospective presenters to use the 2016 conference to connect with likeminded delegates and consider combining papers for future conferences.
3. Leveraging technology: We will no longer be printing programmes and abstract
booklets for delegates. Instead, both documents will be available online for download
by members before the event. Watch out for news on live Twitter feeds and short
YouTube video segments from keynote presenters and delegates during the
conference.
4. Gala dinner: No conference is complete without a gala dinner. The gala dinner will be
held on 20 July at 18h00 in the Amber Room and looks set to be an evening of good
food and the opportunity to network with colleagues. This year we are honoured to
have Integrity International as our platinum sponsor and gala dinner host.
5. Sponsors and Exhibitors: As a non-for-profit organisation SIOPSA is immensely
privileged and grateful to have an incredible line-up of sponsors and exhibitors at the
2016 conference. Our platinum sponsor is Integrity International. Our gold sponsors
are Top Talent Solutions (TTS) and Thomas International. Our silver sponsors are
Deloitte Consulting, Red Venture, and HFM Talent Index. The exhibition area also
provides a large space to visit various exhibitors and use the opportunity to stay up to
date with the latest in the field of IOP.

Prepared by Anne Buckett

Professional Practice
The professional practice portfolio incorporate three main focus areas namely that of
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Continuous Development Practice (CPD), Professional Ethics and Competency Framework for
Industrial Psychologists.

During the reporting period Health Professions Council of
South Africa (HPCSA) awarded the Society for Industrial and
Organisational Psychology of South Africa (SIOPSA) CPD
accreditor status (PSB006) in the field of Industrial and
Organisational (IO) Psychology and Psychometry. SIOPSA being
a accreditor also gained a seat at the National Accreditators
Form of the HPCSA representing IO Psychology. Currently,
more than 13 000 psychology professionals are registered with
the HPCSA, with only four CPD accreditors – and prior to
SIOPSA’s accreditor status, none them specialised in the IO
Psychology field. With SIOPSA now also able to accredit CPD-related events for continuing
education units (CEU), we can further lighten the HPCSA’s burden – and that of the sector –
by performing the relevant accreditation, administration and compliance monitoring tasks.
Up to date SIOPSA CPD have accredited two CPD providers to issued CEU’s. Recently SIOPSA
CPD web page (www.siopsa/cpd/) was launched after six months of development with Flint
Studio.

Professional ethics encompasses the personal and corporate standards of behaviour
expected of professionals. Ethical behaviours not only protect the professional but that of the
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profession as a whole. During the reporting period SIOPSA Ethics Helpline was active and
various ethical dilemmas was forward. Some of the ethical issues included, - “business
challenge/ethical questions regarding clause 8(d) of the EE Act”; ethical administration of
psychometric testing in contract work & revealing psychometric results to managers without
consent”. SIOPSA ethics committee also had a meeting with Prof Leon van Vuuren discussing
SIOPSA ethics engagement with the Board of Psychology. The meeting focused on the
following issues:

1. The Board expectations of SIOPSA on Ethics,
2. SIOPSA to conduct an ethics risk and opportunity assessment (professional ethics),
3. SIOPSA to collate Future Fit Ethics project data,
4. Joint development of professional ethics code and management strategy for psychology
in South Africa &
5. SIOPSA to develop and compile an ethics guideline for code application for Industrial
Psychology.

On the 6 July 2016, the HPCSA forward an invitation to nominate a SIOPSA representative to
the Ethics Task Team. The focus of the task team would be to review and refine the ethical
rules and align them to other national legislation and to develop guidelines to support the
ethical rules.

During the 18th Annual SIOPSA conference an oath session for Industrial Psychologist will take
place. This year we have a new format of a rolling power point display along with a voice
recording of the oath.

During the reporting period no activities were undertaken on the

Competency Framework for Industrial Psychologists. Extensive worked have already been
undertaken in the past of the Competency Framework and is available on SIOPSA website
(see, https://www.siopsa.org.za/pages/committees#future_fit )

Prepared by Deon Meiring
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SIOPSA Foundation
Background to the SIOPSA foundation
The SIOPSA Foundation was born after a conversation
with one of our elders, Prof. Theo Veldsman, who made
us think about the greater purpose of our members. He
highlighted that in establishing a foundation, IOP’s need
not only make an impact in the communities we serve, but
also contribute broader to the long term sustainability of
our profession in South Africa.

Community impact for SIOPSA is about connecting SIOPSA with the communities in which we
serve as IOP’s. In support of the SIOPSA 2020 strategy and the Operational Plan, we serve our
communities around the country by identifying and implementing initiatives that aim to
impact on leadership development of students and small business owners, wellbeing of
people and developing our educators. It is also about operating ethically—being transparent
and accountable, in other words monitoring and reporting on our actions, and ensuring
compliance with our society’s constitution, as the basis for the SIOPSA foundation.

Dialogue on Community Impact
To ensure that our Foundation landscape matches both the interest and commitments of our
members we distributed a “Dialogue on Community Impact” questionnaire to our members
via the Pulse newsletter and social media.. We reviewed the feedback and formulated a rollout plan for the Foundation to closely align with our member’s beliefs, values and
preferences.

The highlights of the Dialogue on Community Impact questionnaire was:
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83% of our members felt it would make them more proud to be a member of SIOPSA
if it was continuously improving its service to communities in order to contribute to
society’s sustainability goals



82% of our members felt we would have the biggest impact by partnering with local
organisations such as small charities, schools, etc., through our regional branches



Our members identified the following issues as priority for the SIOPSA Foundation to
support:
o Leadership development of students, i.e. skills to transition to the workplace
effectively (64 %)
o Skills development for unemployed youth, e.g. how to prepare for an
interview, seeking employment etc (60 %)
o Occupational health and well-being (40%)
o Branch member volunteering projects of based on unique community needs
(38 %)…
o Development of small business owners (36 %)

Based on an analysis of all the stakeholder input, the SIOPSA Foundation embarked on a multilevel approach to making an impact in the communities we serve and contributing to the
sustainability of our profession in South Africa: Country-level as well as Regional Chapterlevel.

Regional level
The SIOPSA foundation subsequently established foundation leads in each of our regional
chapters. The individuals have taken the lead in their communities. Following is a description
of the various regional projects that the SIOPSA Regional Foundation Leads have made
possible:

Eastern Cape
Regional Foundation Lead: Sharon Munyaka
The initiative was provided to a group of 60 enthusiastic Grade 12 learners of Thamsanqa High
School on 20 May 2016. The Eastern Cape volunteers held a 4 hour career guidance workshop
using a career guidance handbook: ‘Discover Your Career – A ride in the right direction’ (2012,
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Dr Lanette Hatting & Debbie de Jong). The learners enjoyed the activities in the book which
involved them discovering their interests, personality and thinking styles. Many of the
learners were inspired to pursue further studies, and asked questions about the ‘next steps’
they should take.

It was the first career guidance held at the school and the teachers and learners were very
grateful for the opportunity. They were thankful for the handbook which they could take
home and continue to work through at their own pace. The learners highlighted that the
workshop had opened up their eyes to the possibilities that existed for them beyond school.
Presenters at the workshop were Dr Sharon Munyaka, Susan McGoldrick, Babalwa Desi and
Frik Nortje – all Industrial Psychologists based in Port Elizabeth. Six postgraduate IOP students
from NMMU assisted the learners with workbook activities and helping with setting up.
Generous donations towards the event were made by members of the SIOPSA EC committee
members.

North West
Regional Foundation Lead: Bouwer Jonker
Early in the morning of 7 May a group of seven excited grade 10 learners of Boitshoko High
School, Ikageng arrived at the North West University (NWU): Potchefstroom Campus for a
career guidance workshop. The workshop is the result of a clear need that was identified by
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the learners who are members of the Young Achievers Association at the school. Personnel
and Master students of the NWU School of Human Resource Sciences as well as members of
the SIOPSA North West Branch joined forces and presented the workshop.
The learners discovered their career related interests, personality profiles, and dominant
thinking styles. Additional information on subject selection, possible work environments and
institutions for tertiary education was greatly appreciated since it is not always accessible to
learners from previously disadvantaged communities.

After a light lunch the learners attended the university’s open day where they rubbed
shoulders with academics and had the opportunity to ask specific questions related to the
study fields they have identified in the preceding career guidance workshop. The day was a
huge success and the Young Achievers are excited and motivated to diligently work towards
their dream careers.

Kwa-Zulu Natal
Regional Foundation Lead: Andrea Hansen
The KZN Region, in partnership with Lionsraw South Africa, will conduct a career assessment
on a sample of matric students at Westmead High School in the Pinetown area. UKZN Masters
students as well as I/O Psychology registered interns will be facilitating the career
assessments. This will aid them in gaining practical experience that will contribute towards
their internship hours. In order to provide I/O Psychology honours students with exposure to
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career assessments, they will be given an opportunity to “buddy” with a master’s
student/intern to observe the process. The KZN Regional Committee members will play a QA
role by reviewing the reports compiled by the master’s students/interns and overseeing the
feedback sessions. Matric students will be assessed, given feedback and provided with an
opportunity to attend a Career Orientation Workshop which will include topics such as: How
to compile a CV, how to distribute your CV, interview skills, what are my options for the level
of education I have.

Scheduled events after submission of this report

Cape Town
Regional Foundation Lead: Sasha Govender
The Cape Town chapter partnering with iKamva Youth to do a career guidance workshop with
approximately 30 matriculants. More information to be provided following the event.
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Johannesburg
Regional Foundation Lead: Zonke Zungu
The Johannesburg chapter will be doing a career guidance workshop on 23 July with Karos
and Kambro in Delmas for approximately 50 learners, based on the Discover your Career
approach. More information to be shared following the event.

Country-level, with a focus on education and leadership development:
South Africa’s education system leaves a lot to be desired. The past 15 years have seen the
education system change three times in an effort to produce literate learners who can
contribute to the economy of South Africa in a meaningful way. The National Development
Plan has focused heavily on transforming South Africa into a knowledge-based economy.
Government has invested billions of Rands into the education. Despite these efforts, a whole
generation of learners does not possess the basic skills required to be employable. More than
50% of children drop out of school before Grade 12 and it is estimated (by officials of the
Department of Education) that more than 60% of Grade 8s can’t read at grade level.

The SIOPSA Foundation has joined hands with Partners for Possibility in a united effort to
make an impact on education in South Africa. Partners for Possibility has been supporting and
developing school principals by partnering business leaders (with skills and knowledge of
leading change) with school principals in co-action and co-learning partnerships across the
country, one school at a time.

This project will be launched at the 18th Annual SIOPSA Conference from 19-21 July 2016,
where a Partners for Possibility representative will introduce a business leader and principal
to tell their story about their Partner for Possibility experience, where we will share ways that
each and every SIOPSA member can contribute to this national initiative to make a meaningful
impact on education and leadership in South Africa.

Thank you
The initiatives that the foundation has actioned during this year, would not have been
possible without the generous support of the following organisations:
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CEB who provided career guidance assessments and student training for KZN and Cape
Town CSI events.



Sharon Munyaka Inc for a monetary donation



Nedbank and the SIOPSA Johannesburg chapter who donated the funds raised with
their ethics event to the foundation’s country-level initiative.

Lastly, I would like to acknowledge the regional foundation leads who have volunteered their
time and their talents to the foundation CSI projects within the regions. The commitment
each of you showed is an inspiration to us all.

Eastern Cape

KwaZulu-Natal

North West

Western Cape

Johannesburg

•Sharon Munyaka

•Andrea Hansen

•Bouwer Jonker

•Sasha Govender

•Zonke Zungu

Prepared by Carin Bergh

SIOPSA Academy
SIOPSA Academy is a newly established portfolio since 2016,
providing a mechanism and a platform for knowledge brokering
in a virtual, not-for-profit organisation with many diverse
members spread across the country. Creating and leveraging
platforms and partnerships with like-minded individuals and
organisations to facilitate the sharing of scientific and practice-
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orientated knowledge as well as sharing best-practice know how. SIOPSA Academy is not a
tertiary institution. It is also not a profit-driven going concern, and while some costs are
inevitable, profit (if any) will be re-appropriated to serve SIOPSA’s and the Academy’s
objectives specifically.

The aim of the SIOPSA Academy is to build on existing learning from tertiary institutions, the
internship programme and CPD offerings to enhance and elevate IO psychology as a
profession by sharing knowledge. SIOSPA Academy eventually is to benefit members, guests,
organisations, unions, students – anyone with a stake in the IO psychology field, eager to
remain at the forefront of new learning.

To achieve the SIOPSA Academy goals, frequent events including the annual SIOPSA
Conference as a flagship event as well as regional and interest group events will contribute to
the spirit of the SIOPSA Academy. Through the SIOPSA Academy the rich content shared at
the Conference – and knowledge of interest shared in various other events will be shared
throughout the year via CPD- and non-CPD-accredited platforms. Other SIOPSA events will
also in future be associated with or in collaboration with the SIOPSA Academy.

Since the beginning of the idea of a SIOPSA Academy two years ago, we were able to design
and craft a SIOPSA Academy website, investigate various options as possible events to be
hosted as SIOSPA Academy events and eventually just in the nick of time able to secure a first
event in early June 2016.

As it is still early days for the SIOPSA Academy the composition of a loosely associated team
went through various different compositions ending with it basically being driven as a single
person portfolio. Various challenges resulted in the rather rapid turnover, mostly workloads,
other commitments and the usual frustrations associated with establishing a new function
from the ground up. Succession management is therefore a concern and it is suggested that
a more permanent position be created to accommodate one person who can drive and
facilitate the development of the SIOPSA Academy portfolio further.
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In short, considering all the challenges faced and compared to other much better financed
and permanently staffed endeavours, more was probably achieved than what we are willing
to admit: a well-recognised logo, a web page that was launched, the first event was CPD
accredited, a first event that was arranged and successfully completed with similar follow up
events planned in the coastal chapters, are all indicative of a good solid start of the new
venture with great promises for the future.

Prepared by Dr. Lourens van Schalkwyk

Regional Branches
Inter-regional co-operation
The six regional branches – Pretoria, Johannesburg, KwaZulu Natal, Western Cape, Eastern
Cape and North West – continue to be a source of great activity for members, particularly
with regards to CPD events.
Each region has, over the reporting period, made a stirling effort to present dynamic and
excellent speakers on relevant topics. To further enhance this for members, the regions will
now be “nationalising” their approach, with an initiative to share expertise more between the
regions, particularly with regard to importing out-of-province guest speakers. EXCO has also
decided to fund travelling expenses for guest speakers so that they can speak in other regions.
Regional Chairs will continue working together to share regional event feedback regarding
the most popular event speakers and topics.

Regional branch membership
Every regional branch has submitted a call for members to get
involved in the committee or in assisting with CPD events. We
again reiterate the call to members to become more involved in
SIOPSA and assistance in your region is an excellent place to
start.
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Member feedback
Event attendees continue to provide valuable feedback, both positive and in the form of
suggestions. If regional events are to continue to be successful, members are urged to give
feedback following CPD events.

Pretoria Branch
Name and surname

Position

William van Aarde

Chairperson

Thuto Thabang Malaka

Treasurer

Corne Booysen

Secretary

Louise Coetzee

Regional Foundation Head

Francois de Wet

Emerging Psychologists/Students

Bongi Sokhela

Marketing and Communications

Ilana Bishof

Digital Marketing and Communications

Illana van Rooyen

Digital Marketing and Communications
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Introduction:

The Pretoria Chapter saw some significant changes in its Committee structure during the
2015/2016 financial year. Most significantly was the establishment of a Foundation portfolio
to initiate and drive the Chapter’s CSI initiatives in line with the SIOPSA Foundation at a
national level, but with a local focus. As part of our succession drive to engage with and grow
Emerging Psychologists, we also welcomed three new members in our fold and bid farewell
to two members whose tenure came to an end. This brought about changes in our Secretary
and Marketing portfolios, with a total member compliment of seven. We are also in the
process of identifying a new Chairperson as the current incumbent’s tenure ends on 31 July.

This Annual Report will highlight the activities of the Chapter in both hosting / co-hosting
events and driving our CSI initiative within the University of Pretoria for the period August
2015 to July 2016.

Pretoria Chapter Events 2015-2016 hosted

In aligning our activities with the broader SIOPSA 2020 Strategy we partnered with the various
Interest Groups allowing the Chapter to offer events covering a broad spectrum of I/O
Psychology. We planned (4) events for the period August 2015 to July 2016. Two (2) additional
events were added to the original list, one in April 2016 in partnership with PAI and the other
in June 2016 in partnership with the IGSPO and the Johannesburg Chapter, bringing the total
number of events to be hosted for the period mentioned to six (6).

2015

2016

15

September

2015:

New

developments in the assessment of
emotional intelligence – Prof Johnny
Fontaine (Gent University)
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18 February 2016: Ethics issues in Consulting
Psychology – Prof Leon van Vuuren

2015

2016

17 November 2015: Time to get off the

13 April 2016: Psychological Testing at a

bandwagon? A review of the business

Cross-road: A future perspective - In

case for women leaders – Prof Jenny

partnership with PAI

Hoobler
26 May 2016 – Design and implement
strategies that add value to talent decisions
– Fred Guest
21

June

2016

––

Understanding

transformation in organisations from a
systems psychodynamic perspective – Prof
Frans Cilliers and Mr Martin Steyn – In
partnership with IGSPO and Johannesburg
Regional Chapter

Table 1: Chapter events held between September 2015 and June 2016

Our Event Satisfaction Surveys identified possible future topics:



Neuro-psychology



Positive Psychology



I/O Psychologist in Private Practice



I/O Psychology Board Exam and Internships



Online Assessment Methods



Derailing Behaviour (Dr Paul Vorster)



Talent Analytics

Overall feedback received from delegates indicates that our events are highly informative and
that they benefited from greater insight into the topic(s) being discussed.
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Event

15 Sept 2015
(Prof

17 Nov 2015

Johnny (Prof

Fontaine)

Hoobler)

Jenny

18 Feb 2016

13 April 2016

26

(Prof Leon van (PAI)

2016

Vuuren)

(Fred

May

Guest)
Full Member

6

4

8

15

6

Student

3

1

22

7

4

Guest

14

6

8

34

4

Walk-in

-

2

-

1

-

Chapter/Manco/

5

7

5

14

3

28

20

43

71

17

Interest Group
Total

Table 2: Delegate attendance for events held between September 2015 and May 2016

Most of our events recorded a constant level of attendance, with a significant increase in
Student numbers in our Ethics event with Prof Leon van Vuuren and a Guest number increase
in the Psychological Testing at a Cross-road event in partnership with PAI. The Chapter can
also report that there have been significant marketing efforts by each Chapter member which
could have resulted in the overall trend in attendance over all these events.

Events still to come during the 2015/2016 Financial Year:

Apart from the SIOPSA 18th Annual Conference 2016 in July, we have one planned event in
partnership with the Interest Group in System Psychodynamics of Organisations (IGSPO) and
the Johannesburg Chapter scheduled for 21 June 2016 on “Understanding transformation in
organisations from a systems psychodynamic perspective” with Prof Frans Cilliers and Mr
Martin Steyn.

Corporate Social Investment
The Pretoria Chapter reviewed the University of Pretoria Student Nutrition and Progress
Programme (SNAPP), and has ensured to raise awareness of the social responsibility
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programme within each event. All of the profits made from each event, will be donated to
the programme. In saying that, the Chapter felt that not enough had been done this year,
and decided to be more strategic in their donation-initiative. We wanted to become an active
supportive channel for the programme, and therefore not only wanted to donate skills, and
funds – but further attract more external stakeholders. It was decided to create a Winetasting Networking event, in which the Chapter could cascade the programme effectively to
its members. However, the members would also be able to utilise a social-event as a network
opportunity. The event will be launched in September 2016, and will also provide the Interest
Groups with a platform to engage with the Programme Owners, should they wish to support
the Chapter’s endeavours.

We are currently in the process of sourcing all of the funds through a sponsorship strategy,
and have been able to secure a venue with the Protea Hotel Fire & Ice Menlyn. We would be
utilising the budget given to the Social Responsibility Portfolio to fund the event. However,
all of the remainder (which may only be determined by July 2016), will be donated along with
the profit gained throughout our annual performance.

With regards to our Emerging Psychologist initiative, the Pretoria Chapter has on-boarded
and is currently training three Emerging Psychologists within the Chapter. All of the members
were sourced from the University of Pretoria, and were identified by the Chapter members
during their Honours and Masters year. We would like to welcome:



Corné Booysen

-

Incoming Secretary of Pretoria Chapter



Ilana Bisschoff

-

Incoming Marketing Portfolio: Project Management



Illana De Wet

-

Incoming Marketing Portfolio: Project Management

Our strategy for engaging with the Emerging Psychologist portfolio, has been to encourage
their participation within branch-level, to ensure that more strategic changes can be
enforced, through actively including the Emerging Psychologist mind-set!

In addition, we enlisted the assistance of an Intern Industrial Psychologist to create an Ethics
questionnaire, after our Ethics Event. This assessment allowed us to enhance our service
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offering, and also assisted the Intern in attaining a part of her Ethical hours. The intern was
encouraged to work closely with the speaker, Prof Leon van Vuuren, who also was
exceptionally supportive of this endeavour. In addition, the assessment was launched with
the SIOPSA Office’s support and was monitored online, to ensure that all attempts by
attendees were captured and collated to the office. This was certainly a first step towards
creating a meaningful CPD-event for our members as well.
Conclusion
The Pretoria Chapter started the 2015/16 year with great aspirations within event planning,
and exceeded the initial strategic targets. However, this has only ignited future passions as
the Chapter views this achievement as the start of greater frontiers to be attained. We will
be aiming to create new relationships with various professional bodies that complement the
Industrial / Organisational Psychology profession, whilst keeping a firm footing when
executing our Corporate Social Responsibility.
The Chapter will be spending 2016 creating significant change from within and is looking
forward to utilise the insights of their Emerging Professionals to create an identity with which
all levels of Professionals can actively associate with!
Prepared by William van Aarde

Johannesburg Branch
Name and surname

Position

Talitha Muller

Branch Chair

Thenjiwe Msomi

Treasurer

Danel Odendaal

Secretary / Emerging Psychologists

Lylie Beukes
Lena-Marie Josling

Marketing and Interest Groups

In our annual report for 2014/2015 we mentioned the following: “As the business capital of
South Africa, our aim is to bring business matters closer to our members to enhance our
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understanding of the challenges faced by business leaders and how we can add value through
our scope of practice, i.e. to understand, modify and enhance individual, group and
organizational behaviour effectiveness”.

A recap of the topics we chose in 2015/2016 to support this aim:

November 2015: Emotional self-regulation and resilience – Lessons & tips from a
neuroscience perspective, shared by Lisa Ashton (MD BIOSS SA). Neuropsychology is
currently one of the fastest growing sciences in the medical field and the breakthroughs in
understanding what drives human behavior has far reaching implications for individuals and
organisations. As practitioners in human sciences we need to understand our critical role in
translating this knowledge into transformative organizational intelligence.

March 2016: How to engage employees through gamification. Although Gamification has
been around for some time now, the conceptual and practical understanding and
implementation thereof were aspects we wanted to dig into some more. For this session we
took a slightly different approach, i.e. not only did we invited Scubed to present on their
approach to gamification (and particularly gamification in employee recognition and
motivation), we also asked them to bring some of their clients with for whom they have done
gamification consulting. This brought the added benefit of hearing first-hand what worked
well, what did not work so well and what could have been done differently.

April 2016: How to start your own practice. Many, perhaps most IO Psychologists dream of
starting their own practice. Becoming an independent professional may be a daunting
journey, but it is very rewarding in multiple ways for those who choose this route. Dr. Olga
Coetzee shared her story of starting her own practice and the lessons she learnt. She also
presented the findings of a focus group she held with other Industrial Psychologists to explore
their experiences. Some of the topics covered included Marketing (building a brand, getting
to the business), Professional administration, Proposing and contracting for delivery, Practice
administration, Research and development, and Self-development.
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May 2016: Annual Ethics Event in collaboration with SABPP and sponsored by Nedbank.
Following the success of our 2015 ethics event in collaboration with SABPP, we decided to put
together a full day ethics workshop to allow our members to network and get up to 12 ethics
CPD points. What made this year’s ethics event extraordinary was the sponsorship of the
event by the Nedbank Group HR Executive, Dean Retief. The generous sponsorship included
the use of their auditorium, as well as delicious refreshments from 07:30 in the morning until
15:30 in the afternoon. From a consistency perspective, we still had to cost the event and
subsequently the money paid by the attendees is going towards the SIOPSA Foundation and
its collaboration with Partners for Possibility to sponsor the leadership development of a P4P
school principal. Thank you Nedbank and thank you to each and every one who attended the
2016 ethics event! And a special thank you to Tinus Voges (People Development Manager,
HMC Group Technology, Nedbank) who arranged the sponsorship and saw to all the
arrangements regarding the logistics and catering for the day.

We strongly believe in building the profession and assisting our emerging psychologists and
psychometrists as much as possible. To this end we facilitated our first HPCSA Board
Preparation session in January 2015 at Wits University. With it being the first of its kind, we
learnt a lot in terms of how we would like to structure future preparation sessions – watch
this space!
We will also be looking to collaborate more with the SIOPSA Interest Groups – with our first
ever collaboration event coming up in June 2016 with Systems Psychodynamics of
Organisations Interest Group and SIOPSA Pretoria.

Thank you for all the support during 2015/2016 – we look forward to a great 2016/2017!
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Some of the speakers at our annual ethics event (from left to right: Marius Meyer, Cynthia
Schoeman, Megan Grindell, Julie Stacey & Jan Hollenbach). The other two speakers on the
day was Prof. Llewellyn van Zyl and Carol Hardijzer.

Talitha Muller (Regional Branch Chair) & Tinus Voges (the liaison between SIOPSA JHB and
Nedbank regarding the sponsorship)

Prepared by Talitha Muller

KwaZulu Natal Branch
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Name and surname

Position

Holly Glaesar

Chairperson

Susan Ellison

Treasurer

Emma Caruth

Secretary

Andrea Hansen

Regional Foundation Lead

Lutfiya Adam

Marketing and Communications

Elmari Erxleben

Interest Groups

Nicole Pillay

Students

The primary purpose of my portfolio as chairperson is to ensure that the KZN region and
committee is functioning optimally, and that I engage the committee members in a positive,
productive manner with a strong teamwork ethic. My portfolio includes overseeing all events,
interest group and other related activities within the region as well as directing the activities
of the members toward the achievement of SIOPSA’s strategic objectives.

During my term thus far, I have coordination the hosting of a student event, run through our
Student Portfolio. This student event took the form of a multiple-presenter workshop
whereby UKZN Master’s students received an opportunity to learn about various career
options within the field of Industrial/Organisational Psychology. These career included
independent practice, consulting, corporate and government options. Students were also
provided an opportunity to ask questions pertaining to the pro’s and con’s of each of the
respective options. Following these presentations, Andrea Hansen, who is responsible for the
Student Portfolio, took the students through the process of applying for I/O Psychology
Internships and what completing an internship entails as well as what to expect from the
Board Exam. Finally, I presented on the benefits of joining SIOPSA and what SIOPSA can offer
students who are starting out in their careers.

In terms of events, unfortunately the events planned for 2016 have had to be rescheduled
due to poor numbers however, I am confident that our event planned for 14 June 2016 on
Systems Psychodynamic Organisation Consulting will be a great success due to intensive
marketing leading up to the event as well as significant interest shown in the KZN Community.
The following events have been planned for the remainder of the 2016: Virtual Assessment
Centres, Board Exam Preparation, and Values-Driven Leadership.

Finally, we have put significant effort into the planning of our upcoming SIOPSA Foundation
Initiative. The KZN Region will be conducting a career assessment on a sample of matric
students at Westmead Secondary School in the Pinetown area. UKZN Masters students as
well as I/O Psychology registered interns will be conducting the career assessment. This will
assist the students in gaining practical experience that will contribute toward their internship
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hours. The KZN Regional Committee members will play a QA role by reviewing the reports
compiled by the master’s students/interns and overseeing the facilitation of the feedback
sessions. A selection of Westmead Secondary’s matric students will be assessed, given
feedback and provided with an opportunity to attend a Career Orientation Workshop which
will include topics such as: How to compile a CV, how to distribute your CV, interview skills,
what are my options for the level of education I have.

In terms of succession management, I will maintain the role of Chair for the forthcoming
financial year with the view to groom a successor into the role.

Prepared by Holly Glaesar

Eastern Cape Branch
Name and surname

Position

Frik Nortje

Branch Chair

Sharon Munyaka

Treasurer / Regional Foundation Lead

Pearl Prinsloo

Student Affairs

Heather Knox

Marketing and Communications

Elzette Pieterse

Marketing and Communications

Susan McGoldrick

Events

Michelle Nicholls

Membership

Claire Sponneck

Secretary

Frik Nortje is the current Chairperson for the Eastern Cape branch of SIOPSA. He has been
involved in this capacity since 2013 when SIOPSA was re-introduced to the Eastern Cape after
numerous attempts of establishing a branch have failed. He is supported by a committee of 6
members. They are Susan McGoldrick (Events); Sharon Munyaka (Treasurer/Regional
Foundation Lead); Pearl Prinsloo (Student Affairs); Elzette Pieterse (Marketing and
Communications); Michelle Nicholls (Membership), and; Claire Sponneck (Secretary):
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1.

What you have achieved during your term in your portfolio.

Over the past year SIOPSA EC has set itself the following goals in conjunction with “Vision
2020”:


To increase membership to the branch;



To partner with existing organisations to improve attendance to events;



Involve students in SIOPSA-related activities to stimulate the growth of this group
and in doing so drive the transformation agenda;



To provide members with opportunities to attend relevant CEU-accredited events



To support national SIOPSA initiatives such as the ISOPSA Foundation

The following paragraphs will provide an outline of how we have progressed in meeting these
objectives.
1.1. Membership
Although there are very few HPCSA registered Industrial / Organisational
Psychologists (IOP’s) in the Eastern Cape (an estimation of less than 30) SIOPSA’s
records show the following in terms of membership: 21 full members; 3 Honorary
members; 12 “student” registrations; 1 foreign affiliate; 7 “Associate” members, and;
99 individuals who has been recorded as “guests”. The latter category may be due to
attendance of events as “non-registered” professionals (not necessarily IOP’s).
Since the branch was only established in October 2013 membership has grown from
less than 10 full members to the current 21 members. As part of welcoming new
members to SIOPSA the EC branch organised a wine tasting event towards the end of
2015.

1.2. Partnering with existing organisations
Port Elizabeth is a relatively small city with a well-established “HR forum”. This is a
not-for-profit establishment that devotes time to arrange relevant events for HR
professionals on a monthly / bi-monthly basis. Since they have an elaborate mailing
list and a reputable “brand” in Port Elizabeth SIOPSA has forged relationships with
influential individuals to promote events through their communication channels. By
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following this route it also (indirectly) endorses the quality of our events and we are
able to reach a broader audience which also includes other HR professionals.
SIOPSA has built relationships with an independent training provider (Ria Sawkins) of
‘CPD for Professionals’ to assist in the organising and marketing of events that will
benefit both Ria and SIOPSA.
With Frik Nortje and Pearl Prinsloo’s direct involvement as Lecturers at the Nelson
Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU) strong links exist between SIOPSA and the
university. This also ensures access to great venues for events as well as opportunities
for students to engage with IOP’s.
Through the SIOPSA Foundation SIOPSA has established links with Thamsanqa High
School, Kwazakhele, Port Elizabeth.

1.3. Involvement of students in SIOPSA initiatives
During lectures Frik Nortje and Prof Roelf van Niekerk (former committee member of
SIOPSA EC and Industrial Psychology HOD) make regular reference to SIOPSA and the
role it plays in the shaping of the industry in South Africa. There is regular enquiries
from students about SIOPSA membership (even at first year level).
Elzette Pieterse (current committee member of SIOPSA EC) has addressed a local
Industrial Psychology student committee on Leadership.
André Westraat addressed a group of Masters students and other IOPS on
“Professional Practice” at an event that was organised specifically around the lectures
of the Masters module.
As part of the SIOPSA Foundation’s initiative to present a career counselling workshop
six Honours students assisted in the management of the training session.

1.4. CEU Accredited events
IN partnership with Ria Sawkins (mentioned above) SIOPSA EC hosted an event on 27
November 2015 titled: “"Professional Coaching: A Review of Principles, Processes and
Interventions" by Prof Roelf van Niekerk. This event was allocated 2 CEU’s
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SIOPSA EC is hosting an event on 3 June where Prof Leon van Vuuren will address IOP’s
and business professionals on “Resolving professional ethical conflicts in the business
environment”. A total of 6 Ethics CEU have been assigned to this workshop.

1.5. Support on SIOPSA National initiatives
Sharon Munyaka has volunteered to be the regional representative on the SIOPSA
Foundation.

Through the hard work from Sharon and the support from the Foundation we held a
4 hour career guidance workshop at Thamsanqa High School, Kwazakhele, Port
Elizabeth to a group of 60 enthusiastic Grade 12 (and a few Grade 11) learners. A
career guidance handbook: ‘Discover Your Career – A ride in the right direction’ (2012,
Dr Lanette Hatting & Debbie de Jong) was used as the basic structure of the event. The
learners enjoyed the activities in the book which involved them discovering their
interests, personality and thinking styles. Many of the learners were inspired to pursue
further studies, and asked questions about the ‘next steps’ they should take.
It was the first career guidance held at the school and the teachers and learners were
very grateful for the opportunity. They were thankful for the handbook which they
could take home and continue to work through at their own pace. The learners
highlighted that the workshop had opened up their eyes to the possibilities that
existed for them beyond school.

The event was a SIOPSA Foundation initiative supported by the SIOPSA EC Regional
Branch committee. Presenters at the workshop were Dr Sharon Munyaka, Susan
McGoldrick, Babalwa Desi and Frik Nortje – all Industrial Psychologists based in Port
Elizabeth. We were also fortunate to have a group of 6 Postgraduate students from
NMMU who volunteered to assist the learners with the workbook activities and
helping with setting up.

Generous donations towards the event were made by members of the SIOPSA EC
committee. We are truly thankful because without their support the event would not
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have been such a success. Support from SIOPSA Head Office is also acknowledged for
their assistance towards the funding.

2.

Succession management and the transformational objectives
Since SIOPSA EC’s inception in 2013 there has been a “core” of members who have
served on the committee. These individuals are Frik Nortje, Susan McGolrick and
Sharon Munyaka. At the beginning of the 2015 financial year new members have been
recruited to serve on the committee (as mentioned above). From the “core” group of
individuals Sharon Munyaka has agreed to take over the position of Branch Chair for
the next financial year.
During a visit to Port Elizabeth where he addressed students and other professionals
on “Professional Practice” Andre Westraat also presented the transformational
objectives of SIOPSA. There was very strong support for the initiatives and a follow-up
session was held during May 2016. During this meeting it was clear that the focus in
the EC branch should be on succession planning on a managerial level to provide
impetus to transformation.

Prepared by Frik Nortje

North West Branch
Name and surname

Position

Marissa de Klerk

Branch Chair

Lene Jorgensen

Vice Branch Chair

Lizelle Brink

Secretary

Laetitia Gustafson

Marketing and Communication

Bouwer Jonker

Community

Service

Foundation Lead
Melissa Jacobs
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Treasurer/Strategy

/

Regional

Leon de Beer

Social Media

SIOPSA North West aims to provide continuous professional learning and development
opportunities to members, students and guests.

Feedback of the 2015/ 2016 term


During September-November 2015 the main aim for the Potchefstroom SIOPSA
branch was to negotiate with the NWU in order to capitalise on the offer to register
for 2016 with 2015’s fees. The negotiations mainly involved negotiating for the
Honours and Masters students’ membership and event fees. Successful negotiations
were thus made for the honours group (25 students) and Masters Group (15 Students)
for payment of their membership fees as well as event fees to be paid by the School
for Human Resource Sciences.



The School for Human Resources Sciences personnel as well as the Work Well
Research Unit personnel at the North West University was encouraged to renew their
membership to Siopsa (11 members) and also register for the early bird 18 th SIOPSA
Annual Conference held on 19 – 21 July 2016. This will ensure that the personnel also
attend the events, and thus become more knowledgeable on the vision and mission
of Siopsa and build networks.



Through social network (e.g. facebook and Linkedin) a bigger effort was made to
network with professionals in the local community (North West) to make them aware
and attend Siopsa events.



During the first Honours and Masters classes, Siopsa was introduced to the students
to encourage them to register and also participate at events (not only NW Siopsa
branch events, but also other branches (see pictures below)) enabling them to gain
more exposure to the field and increase their knowledge.
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Our Masters students attending an event on 18 February 2016 at the Pretoria Siopsa
branch

Our Masters students attending an event on 15 March 2016 at the Johannesburg
Siopsa Branch



The NW Siopsa branch planned two events during the 2015/2016 term (please see
below):

 The North West SIOPSA (Society of Industrial and Organisational Psychology of South
Africa) branch hosted their first event on Friday 11 March 2016 at the North-West
University. The 47 delegates were welcomed with coffee and tea before the event
started. The topic “On-boarding monitoring: Closing the gap for new hires were
presented by Prof. Ina Rothmann (CEO of Afriforte (Pty)Ltd and also extraordinary
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profession at the Workwell research unit for Economic and Management Sciences)
and facilitated by Dr. Marissa de Klerk. The delegates received 8 accredited CPD
(continues professional development) points. This event stimulated thinking around
on-boarding monitoring in the business world, a mechanism through which new hires
acquire the necessary knowledge, skills, and behaviours to become effective
organisational members and insiders.

Prof Ina Rothmann with the NW SIOPSA Branch team.
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Prof. Ina Rothmann with the delegates



A second event on Ethics is being arranged for 29 July 2016. This event will be
presented by Nanette Tredoux. During this event participants learn about governance
and relevant legislation of the psychological profession, the powers of the board and
the HPCSA, scope of practice, Multiple relationships and conflict of interest,
assessment activities, disciplinary process and violations by unregistered persons.

Exiting community initiative projects the branch is busy with, involves:


The Boitshoko Young Achievers (YAA) project: Bouwer Jonker (Community Service
portfolio) facilitates the project where the Honours and Masters students provide
mentorship, career guidance, knowledge on study methods and life skills to the
learners from a local high school. The YAA was founded in 2010 at Boitshoko High
School by a group of learners together with Mrs Hélanie Jonker as facilitator. Twelve
workshops (see list below) are provided to the (15) learners throughout 2016 (of
which three were presented during April and May).
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Date

Topic

22 April

Who am I? (Self image)

6 May

Why am I here? (Purpose in life)

7 May

What job will I do? (Career guidance)

20 May

How do I care for my body?(Health related issues)

3 June

How do I care for the people I like (and don’t like)
(Relationships, conflict etc.)

17 June

I want to pass! (Study methods)

18 July

Mandela Day

29 July

Don’t waste my time! (Time management)

12 Aug

How do I communicate? (Communication skills)

26 Aug

How do I handle stress?

16 Sep

To be announced

14 Oct

To be announced

 On 22 April (Who am I – self-image) and 6 May 2016 (Why am I here – Purpose in life)
projects was presented to the young achievers (learners). (see pictures below). Both
these project made the young achievers aware of who they are and what their
purpose in life is.

Young achievers at the 22 April and 6 May projects (Self-image and purpose in life)

 Early in the morning of 7 May a group of seven excited grade 10 learners of Boitshoko
High School, Ikageng arrived at the North West University (NWU): Potchefstroom
Campus for a career guidance workshop (see pictures below). The workshop is the
result of a clear need that was identified by the learners who are members of the
Young Achievers Association at the school. Personnel and Master students of the NWU
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School of Human Resource Sciences as well as members of the SIOPSA North West
Branch joined forces and presented the workshop. The learners discovered their
career related interests, personality profiles, and dominant thinking styles. Additional
information on subject selection, possible work environments and institutions for
tertiary education was greatly appreciated since it is not always accessible to learners
from previously disadvantaged communities. After a light lunch the learners attended
the university’s open day where they rubbed shoulders with academics and had the
opportunity to ask specific questions related to the study fields they have identified in
the preceding career guidance workshop. The day was a huge success and the Young
Achievers are excited and motivated to diligently work towards their dream careers.

Young achievers at the 9 May event (Career guidance)



A further CSI project lead by Dr Lizelle Brink (secretary) involved Leadership
development for high school students at another local high school. 17 honours and
two master students provide a leadership development weekend seminar to 80
learners between the 7th and 8th of May 2016. The purpose of this seminar was to
develop the leadership skills of the learners (see picture below).

Honours and Masters Students presenting the leadership seminar

The NW Branch started the 2015/2016 year with great aspirations in achieving the initial
strategic targets of SIOPSA. What is still clear about the NW branch is that the students
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(emerging psychologists and psychometrists) especially make use of the networking and
learning-opportunities provided by the Siopsa events and CSI. As NW branch we will still be
aiming to create new opportunities through events and corporate social responsibility events
to equip and develop these students as far as possible

Prepared by Dr. Marissa de Klerk

Western Cape Branch
A new committee was elected last year and consists of the following members:

Name and surname

1.

Position

Adrian Parsadh

Branch Chair

Annemarie Jordaan

Administrator and Treasurer

Sasha Govender

Regional Foundation

Pumla Hako

Membership Services/ Emerging Psychologists

Nawal Adams

Secretary / Admin Support

27 August 2015: Process Consultation by H Struwig

Henk shared experiences and insights based on Edgar Schein's process consulting perspective
to organisational problem solving. This alternative to the traditional 'expert' business
consultant role provided delegates exposure to the fundamental beliefs of the approach and
the practical application thereof. Delegates (13) found value to deal with complex, systemic
human problems and issues within the organisational context.

2.

8th October 2015: Working with Dysfunctional Teams by Marc Rogatschnig

Marc shared insights and experiences in working with leadership Teams, around rank, power
and privilege. Marc’s facilitation of the group process help delegates to understand aspects
of leadership individual and collective behaviours. He also highlighted “whether they (leaders)
like it or not, whether they are aware of it or not, the patterns of behaviours exhibited at
leadership team level permeate across entire organisations.
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Marc explored and deconstructed his work process with the delegate group (12). The group
gained a shared understanding on building realignment and integration of highly effective
individuals, into high performing executive teams. Marc embodies the value and importance
of relationships and believes that when relationships are reconnected and calibrated, it seems
performance and execution is vastly enhanced.

3.

30th October 2015: Systems Psychodynamics Team Coaching by SIOPSA WC and

IGSPO
A significant milestone was achieved in that SIOPSA WC and IGSPO presented the first
Systems Psychodynamics Team Coaching half day session. Though brief in design, the 14
participants were exposed to Systems Psychodynamics team coaching. The primary task of
the event provided participants with learning opportunities to study the systems
psychodynamic team coaching stance.
The event allowed participants to learn about the basic assumptions of group behaviours and
dynamics and CIBART in systems psychodynamic team coaching consultancy stance. The
group also were allowed to process their learnings and to transfer this to the individual
participants’ role as team coach. The methodology comprised experiential learning, a brief
theoretical input and the processing of the learning towards the understanding of role
analysis. SP roles were fulfilled by Prof Frans Cilliers Director and Consultant to the event, and
Adrian Parsadh (Administrator & consultant) and Henk Struwig (consultant).

Prepared by Adrian Parsadh

Vaal Branch
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Name and surname

Position

Ederick Stander

Chairperson

Aysha Ebrahim

Treasurer

Winnie Sepeng

Secretary

Lynelle Coxen

Marketing

Abigail Lang

Social Media

Leoni van der Vaart

CPD

The SIOPSA Vaal Triangle Branch was initiated in 2015; taking a view of the region’s rich
contribution to the field through the North-West University Vaal Triangle Campus and the
large number of registered Industrial Psychologists concentrated in the area in academia,
private practice and industry. The focus of the Chapter has been to deliver few but high impact
events that address current affairs and add value to the professional domain of Industrial
Psychology. This statement provides an overview of what has been done and what is planned
for the future.

Launch and Ethics Event – 2 October 2015

Following a pragmatic approach the Chapter launched with an Ethics event that allowed
delegates attending to obtain 8 ethics CPD points towards their professional development.
Under the theme of “The Possibility of Positive Ethics: A SOAR analysis”, Prof Freddie Kraus,
seasoned Industrial Psychologist, acclaimed researcher and Appreciative Inquiry (AI) expert
led the discussion. The central theme of the workshop was the possibility of ethics not being
viewed as a cumbersome or punitive concept, but rather as an approach that could be used
to better service the stakeholder communities that Industrial Psychologists service.
Ultimately, it is about a paradigm shift towards understanding how ethics can enable the
growth of the profession and having a conversation about conducting oneself in the spirit of
ethical guidelines as opposed to only the letter of it. The event was successful and attracted
more than 30 delegates, ensuring the Chapter started off on a positive note.
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The SIOPSA Vaal Chapter launch

Ethics and social media: Perspectives on Industrial Psychology – August 2016

The next event hosted by the chapter is planned for August 2016 and will be focused on
understanding the role of social media use in the way the profession develops and is
marketed. Social media use and the digital age have fundamentally changed the way people
and communities interact, with the Industrial Psychology profession certainly being affected.
Hannes Wessels, Educational Psychologist and Social Media expert; will lead the discussion.
Community involvement

The Vaal branch has hosted a number of workshops in partnership with the North-West
University to support aspirant psychometrists and Industrial Psychologists preparing for the
HPCSA Board Exam. This has become tradition to where the last Friday before the writing of
a scheduled board exam has become known as “Workshop Day” on the NWU Vaal Campus.
These workshops are offered free of charge to students serious about our profession and their
preparation for the most important professional exam of their careers.

Chapter goals and future plans

The immediate goal is to recruit an additional Committee member who can serve on the
SIOPSA Foundation Committee in a regional capacity. Due to work pressure and time
commitments it has not been possible for the current committee members to nominate
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someone who can dedicate the energy needed for this important initiative. A further goal is
to also to host a second event in 2016 towards December. Ederick Stander will serve as the
Chapter Chairperson until 2017 when it is envisaged that someone from the current
committee receives an opportunity.

Prepared by Prof. Ederick Stander

Interest Groups
Interest Group in Coaching and
Consulting Psychology (IGCCP)
1. Portfolio overview
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The interest group has traditionally positioned
itself strongly within the SIOPSA brand, and
leveraged from here to be a role player in the
International
especially

Coaching

with

its

Psychology

relationship

arena,

with

the

International Society for Coaching Psychology
(ISCP). Over the last six years, we have actively participated in Conferences internationally
and also hosted our own International Conference under the umbrella of the First
International Congress in Coaching Psychology (2011). We have recently attended the
American Psychological Association’s (APA) Division 13 Conference in Coaching Psychology
and Consulting Psychology, in San Diego, and formed valuable relationships with the Division
that we will leverage in future.

The IGCCP aims to:



Encourage high standards of coaching and consulting – grounded in sound research
and evidence-based scientist-practitioner application, driven by the specific client’s
context.



Foster co-operative relations with key stakeholders – organisations, government,
regulatory bodies, interest groups, psychologists, professional bodies and
educational institutions.



Continually influence the science and practice – and stimulate the exchange of
knowledge, ideas and experience amongst international and local psychologists, and
other interested parties.

2. Portfolio highlights

2.1. The Annual Consulting Psychology Conference, UNISA

The IGCCP was invited to present at Unisa’s Annual Consulting Psychology Conference
“From Below to Beyond”: Leadership, Diversity, Wellness on the 21st of August 2015.
The IGCCP papers were entitled as follows:
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Leadership Consulting for Social Change: The Underlying Dynamics, presented by Dr
Stanley Arumugam.



Consulting Psychology and Leadership: Surfacing the Realities of Best-Practice
Application, presented by Dr Aletta Odendaal & Dr Anna-Rosa le Roux.

2.2. Annual SIOPSA Conference

The IGCCP has partnered with the 2015/2016 SIOPSA Conference Committee to bring the
Coaching and Psychology lens to the conference theme: “IO Psychology – In Service to
Society”. Practitioners in Coaching and Consulting will reflect on the theme and discuss new
research, case studies, conceptual ideas and debate(s) to tap and leverage their expertise as
Coaches and Consultants in service to society. The following papers will be presented:



The efficacy of different business models of consulting that are prevalent in the field
of IO Psychology (Renecle, Janse van Rensburg, Lebala & De Lange)



The systems psychodynamic organisational consulting/coaching role of IO
Psychologists in the present SA social, economic and political context (Cilliers &
Cooper).



Building an organisational psychology consulting business – how to thrive as en
external consultant (Renecle)



Using an Organisational Neuroscience Lens in Consulting Psychology (Du BuissonNarsai, Van der Walt & Bester)



An environment of complexity, managing projects with complexity principles in mind
(Wrogemann)



What have we learned and where are we headed as a profession? (IGCCP Interest
Group)

We are looking forward to having influential, meaningful and engaging conversations that
will touch our society at grassroots level.
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2.3. Code of Practice and List of Practitioners

The IGCCP published a Code of Practice (CoP) for Registered Practitioners (in 2013), to guide
the professional development of Coaches in this sub-field of Psychology. Subsequently, this
document was revised and updated by incorporating the feedback from a publicconsultation process, which was initiated in 2014. The IGCCP has recently published this
updated version of the CoP, which can be found on the SIOPSA.org.za website.

The IGCCP will launch the List of Practitioners at the 18th Annual SIOPSA Conference 2016.
This List of Practitioners aims to provide recognition for registered practitioners who
practise in the field of Coaching Psychology, and is strongly aligned to the principles and
spirit of the updated CoP.

2.4. Events

In fulfilling our role as knowledge brokers, together with our aim to continuously build the
capacity of our members, we have collaborated with the University of Johannesburg (UJ) to
host a series of short workshops, exploring key themes from the international Coaching and
Consulting arena. Prof. Reinhard Stelter, Professor of Sport and Coaching Psychology,
University of Copenhagen, and Visiting Professor, Copenhagen Business School facilitated a
workshop entitled: “The Coach as a Fellow-human Companion - Coaching expertise between
hypercomplexity challenges and a trustful relationship”. Prof. Stelter is an active researcher
and reflective practitioner in the field of coaching psychology, with a particular niche
interest in the narrative-collaborative coaching approach, which is widely referred to as
‘Third Generation Coaching’.

1. Key Focus Areas for 2016/2017

The IGCCP has identified the following key themes as being critical to the professional
growth of the specialized discipline, and will continue to drive activity in each of these areas:
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Continue to collaborate with Interest Groups in Coaching and Consulting Psychology
of International Psychology bodies, to add value to our members.



Continue to promote the free Affiliate Membership for SIOPSA’s paid-up members
with the International Society of Coaching Psychology (ISCP).



Promote succession planning for the IGCCP Chair, where the current chair will
continue to introduce the new chair to the international community at yearly
conferences.



Translate the SIOPSA and IGCCP ‘brand’, and package online content in a userfriendly way through specifically leveraging digital platforms.



Focus on building a second tier – a Community of Practice with regional
representation.



Build a bridge between Coaching Psychology and Consulting Psychology.



Continue to engage with key stakeholders and form collaborative relationships to
build the value and brand of Coaching and Consulting Psychology.

Prepared by Anna-Rosa le Roux

People Assessment in Industry (PAI)
1. Portfolio
People Assessment in Industry (PAI) was established in 1998 to proactively engage various
stakeholders interested in psychological assessment in South African industry.
Functioning as an interest group of the Society for Industrial and Organisational
Psychology in South Africa (SIOPSA), the purpose of PAI is to ensure testing exists in the
South African context as a value adding and ethical practice. The group’s activities include
promoting fair assessments in the workplace, with the primary aim being to be generally
recognised as the leading organisation in the continuing promotion of fair assessment in
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the workplace to which people will automatically refer for assessment expertise and
knowledge. PAI acts as an independent body, but seeks to build relationships and to
collaborate with amongst others, such bodies as the Health Professions Council of South
Africa (HPCSA), Association of Test Publishers (ATP), Assessment Centre Study Group of
South Africa (ACSG), and the International Test Commission (ITC), who all share similar
interests with regards to assessments in the workplace.

The current chairperson and committee which took office following the 2015 SIOPSA
conference comprises:
•

David Bischof - Chairperson (Deloitte Consulting)

•

Dr Deon de Bruin (University of Johannesburg)

•

Kevin Distiller (BIOSS and HPCSA test evaluator)

•

Nompumelelo Malatji-Angoma (The South African Reserve Bank)

•

Bernadette King (Rhodes University)

•

Lylie Beukes - (Fitz Best)

2. Achievements during current portfolio
PAI had its first committee meetings during October 2015 and February 2016, during
which time the current mandate and value add of PAI to the broader assessment and
testing community was discussed. Deon Meiring was invited to the October 2015 meeting
and Hennie Kriek to the February 2016 meeting to provide further context to the history
of PAI and the way forward. At both meetings an in depth conversation was held regarding
amendments of Section 8 of to the Employment Equity Act No 55 of 1998. (This Act has
been updated to Government Gazette 37871 dated 25 July, 2014).
Following the February 2016 meeting, the following action points were discussed and
agreed upon:


An updated PAI position statement to be compiled and released through SIOPSA
to provide a summary of events to date and a potential way forward.



Registration of PAI as an affiliate member of the International Testing Council
(ITC).



The organisation of a breakfast with various stakeholders to discuss pertaining to
the amendments of Section 8 of to the Employment Equity Act No 55 of 1998
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PAI to play a more active role in managing stakeholder and industry questions
regarding psychometric testing and the amendments to the Act.



Consideration of actions to assist in the accreditation process for testing.



Update of the PAI booklet.

Following these meetings, PAI completed two of its strategic priorities in the form of:


March 2016 – the release of a well-received updated position statement through
SIOPSA, providing information on the new committee, our mandate and events
(involving various stakeholders) to date surrounding the amendments of Section 8 of
to the Employment Equity Act No 55 of 1998. (This Act has been updated to
Government Gazette 37871 dated 25 July, 2014). This position statement also
indicated that PAI would take on the following roles going forward:
 Being a contact point to provide all relevant stakeholders with updates on events
regarding the court case;
 Being a point of contact regarding providing all relevant stakeholders with best
practice advice on interpretation of the amendments in relation to assessments;
 Providing guidance to all relevant stakeholders on practical use of the current
Gazetted list of tests and the implications of this;
 Potential assistance and guidance with the independent classification of
psychometric testing based on best practice and local and international
guidelines;
 We will be holding various events during 2016 to provide foster collaboration
between relevant bodies and to share best practices and updates with regards to
the above.



13th April 2016 - The SIOPSA Interest Group PAI (People Assessments in Industry) and
the SIOPSA Pretoria Branch, in collaboration with the University of Pretoria (Human
Resource Department) held a breakfast and information event entitled
‘Psychological Testing at a Cross-Road: A future perspective debate facilitated by
People Assessment in Industry’. The breakfast was a sold out event and the following
speakers provided input:
 Opening and update on SIOPSA / PAI recently released PAI Position Statement:
Nadene Venter and David Bischof
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 Discussion on International Testing Practices: Professor Marise Born
 Discussion on recently updated ATP Position: Dr Marie de Beer
 Discussion on new HPCSA Psychometric Committee mandate and strategy:
Professor David Maree
 Panel Discussion – Professor Marise Born, Dr Marie de Beer, Professor David
Maree, Associate Professor Sumaya Laher addressing questions on the use of
local and global testing practices, assisting industry with current questions
regarding the correct usage of various psychometrics and resolution of the
current impasse between the ATP, the HPCSA and the Department of Labour.
 Future Vision Model for Psychological Tests in South Africa presentation by
Professor Deon Meiring


Current PAI activities include a follow up to the breakfast in terms of action points to
include meetings with various stakeholders such as the Department of Labour,
HPCSA psychometrics committee. ITC and PsySSA with the view of PAI potentially
becoming an accreditation body.

Prepared by David Bischof

Interest Group in the Systems
Psychodynamics Organisations (IGSPO)
Purpose of IGSPO
To create awareness of the nature, role and
importance of studying systemic unconscious and
dynamic organisational behaviour and to create
opportunities for SIOPSA members and South
African organisations to become informed and to
gain competence in organisational consulting and
coaching below the surface of consciousness.
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Interest Group Management
Chair: Prof Frans Cilliers
Administrator: Ms Louise Ley
Regional event manager: Prof Michelle May
Other events: Dr Inette Taylor

Consultants to the system: The above plus Dr Olga Coetzee, Dr Jean Cooper, Prof Mias De
Klerk, Mr Neville Goldin, Prof Pieter Koortzen, Mr Adrian Parsadh, Mr Martin Steyn, Dr Henk
Struwig, Dr Inette Taylor

Short overview of IGSPO activities


Our flagship event. Third Annual Systems Psychodynamic Workshop, 9-11 March 2016,
Saint George Hotel & Conference Centre. This is an intensive 3 day experiential Group
Relations (Tavistock method) event. The primary task of the workshop is to provide
opportunities for participants to study the systems psychodynamics of organisations
and to optimise their competence in consulting and coaching from this stance. The
workshop consultants are chosen from our above list of systems psychodynamically
informed consultants. This year Frans Cilliers, Michelle May, Jean Cooper and Louise Ley
consulted to the primary task. There were 33 participants, mostly SIOPSA members and
psychologists, who reported on their insights into unconscious group dynamics, their
learning about consultancy and coaching, as well as their growing competence in
consulting from and doing research in this stance.



A Psychodynamic Coaching Workshop. SIOPSA MANCOM assisted us in investigating the
possibility to present such an event under direction of Dr Simon Western from AnalyticNetwork Coaching in the UK. Unfortunately the cost in Pound was too high to realise
the event. During the 2016-2017 SIOPSA year we will revisit the need to present a SP
coaching event to provide SIOPSA members and coaches to working with the
unconscious in leadership coaching.



The 2015 SIOPSA Conference. A number of systems psychodynamic papers were
presented during the conference. Additionally, an IGSPO Master Class entitled
‘Interpreting Unconscious Systemic Dynamics in Organisational Development (OD)
using the Systems Psychodynamic Stance’ was presented by Frans Cilliers and Jean
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Copper. A listening post was used as methodology designed to experientially study and
interpret the unconscious experiences in a large system through theme analysis and
hypotheses formulation. This event was very well attended and stimulated interest into
including systems psychodynamics in OD interventions.


Regional events. With SIOPSA Western Cape we presented a ‘Systems Psychodynamic
Team Coaching Workshop’ on 30 October 2015 consulted to by Frans Cilliers, Henk
Struwig and Adrian Parsadh. With SIOPSA KZN we present a ‘Systems Psychodynamic
Perspective on Moving Colleagues and Groups Towards Functional Behavior’ on 14 June
2016 consulted to by Louise Ley, Calum McComb and Michelle May. Jointly with SIOPSA
Johannesburg and Pretoria we present a workshop on ‘Understanding Transformation
in Organisations from a Systems Psychodynamic Perspective’ on 21 June 2016 consulted
to by Frans Cilliers and Martin Steyn.



Administration. With the SIOPSA administrative support and we presented the above
experiential events and are proud to be part of the establishment of systems
psychodynamics within the boundary of SIOPSA.

Future plans


To present the ‘Fourth Annual Systems Psychodynamic Workshop’ in March 2017.
Hopefully this event will include a ‘Training of SP Consultants’ component - maybe in
collaboration with international SP consultants.



To present at least two regional events.



To optimise the involvement and expertise of our Advisory Committee as systems
psychodynamic thought leaders and consultants in our events and workshops.



To constantly re-look our way of working to be as relevant as possible in serving our
purpose, systems psychodynamics in South Africa and the SIOPSA objectives.

Prepared by Prof. Frans Cilliers
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International Association for Cross
Cultural Psychology (IACCP)
There have been no significant developments in the IACCP at the given moment.

Interest Group for Applied Neuroscience
(IGANS)
1. IGANS PURPOSE
The purpose of IGAN is to create an awareness of the nature, role and importance of studying
and applying neuroscientific research findings to the field of IOP and to create opportunities
for SIOPSA members and South African organisations to become informed and to gain
competence in this field.

2. IGANS OBJECTIVES



To act as container and discussion forum of applied neuro-sciences in the field of IOP



To provide opportunities for SIOPSA members (and other interested IOP consultants) to
study, practice and share research findings in applied neuro-sciences



To present academic and theoretical conferences, practical workshops and discussion
forums toward the development of competence in this field

3. FOCUS FOR THE CURRENT REPORTING YEAR:



To launch the IGANS at the 2016 SIOPSA conference



Select a management committee based on the interest of SIOPSA members



To create awareness of the existence of the IGANS among SIOPSA members and their
organisations
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Planning of succession management will be considered and the transformational
objectives of the society will be incorporated at the conference



To plan and present two workshops on applied neurosciences in IOP, one at the 2016
conference and one in December 2016.
Prepared by Dirk Geldenhuys

Positive Organisational Psychology (POP)
Positive Psychology emerged at the beginning of the new millennium as a movement within
psychology aimed at enhancing human strengths and optimal human functioning. This
emerging area of scholarship, scientific research, and application has inspired leading scholars
and practitioners from across the globe to rethink the fundamental nature of how we live,
work, and educate; of our health and well-being; of how to design and lead positive
institutions; and how to develop positive public policies.

Motivation for the creation of an interest group:
Research interest on the topic of Positive Organisational Psychology (POP) is on the increase
within the South African context (Coetzee & Van Zyl, 2014). This was further evidenced in the
SA Journal of Industrial Psychology’s special edition on Positive Organisational Psychology
(2014).

Furthermore, the opportunity of positive organisational psychology to create

organisations that are agents of positive social change inspires interest in the topic.

Main aims of the interest group:
When applying positive psychology thinking to the interest group, the proposed values and
intent of such a group would be that of abundance, positive sharing and positive meaningcreation. This can be done through shared knowledge and experiences, joint initiatives, and
knowledge creation amongst participants. The aims would be:
-

To foster and propagate POP in organisations as well as academic education and research

-

To evaluate and extend the POP knowledge base

-

To co-create learning within the field of POP
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These aims would serve as a starting initiative, but may grow and develop as knowledge,
needs and experiences are shared by the Interest group members and the community
(business and scholarly).

Possible activities of the interest group within SIOPSA:
-

Coordinating the presentation of POP topics at regional events

-

Hosting symposiums and workshops on POP topics at the annual SIOPSA conference

-

Co-author a book on POP within the South African context

-

Creating a shared resource base on POP interventions and research instruments

-

Foster international collaboration

Again , these activities are only suggestions and would be refined by consulting the members
of the interest group once it has been established.
According to the European Network of Positive Psychology, a number of European countries
have interest groups that have a focus on Positive Psychology. Therefore, future activities of
the South African interest group could include international collaboration. However, the
main aim would be to have a positively influence on the IOP practices in South Africa.
Launch date of the Interest Group: SIOPSA conference, July 2016
Launch activities:


Two symposia at the SIOPSA conference. These include “Current research in Positive
Organisational Psychology” and “Authentic leadership and its correlates”.



Member survey (link will be made available at the conference) to determine their
interest in joining the interest group, test proposed activities of the interest group
members and determine member needs from the group.



Creation of Facebook group page

Members who supported the creation of the interest group:


Llewellyn van Zyl



Marius Stander



Danie du Toit



Elrie Botha



Winnie Sepeng



Lynelle Coxen
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Tumi Khumalo



Abigail Lang



Leoni van der Vaart

Interest group chairperson:
Marieta du Plessis (Senior Lecturer at the University of the Western
Cape)
mduplessis@uwc.ac.za; 021 959 3175

Prepared by Dr. Marieta du Plessis

FEEDBACK FROM THE COO
1. Introduction
I can hardly believe that 12 months have passed since my appointment as Chief Operating
Officer (COO) of SIOPSA. A year in which SIOPSA’s leadership has applied themselves, engaged
in many robust discussions and gone beyond the call of duty to ensure we are fit to
operationalise the SIOPSA Strategy 2020.

While the office of the COO is responsible for the Operational Plan, we cannot do it alone and
rely on the individual leadership members’ ownership of interventions – a task they have
done with alacrity and for which we are truly grateful. As I share the highlights of the past
year, I do so on behalf of my office as well as those members responsible for the eventual
implementation.
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The operationalising of our Strategy aims to promote industrial and
organisational psychology (IOP) as a profession and SIOPSA as South
Africa’s IOP thought leader with demonstrable impact in the
workplace.

2. Progress and highlights

The Executive Committee identified five objectives that would enable the successful
implementation of SIOPSA’s operational imperatives. The following pages give an overview
of progress made to meet these objectives.

2.1. Translate and operationalise the strategic intent

The first objective purposes to translate and operationalise the strategic intent as
contextualised by the Executive and mandated by SIOPSA’s members at the annual AGM of
SIOPSA. SIOPSA finalised its overall strategic plan – SIOPSA 2020 Strategy, from Aspiration to
Implementation – earlier in 2014 and it was ratified at the AGM in July 2014. The next logical
step in guiding the Society’s decision-making, actions and growth to reach its 2020 vision, was
the compilation of a SIOPSA Operational Plan.

Work on the Operational Plan started in March 2015 and it was presented at the Annual
General Meeting in July 2015. It was however decided to revisit the phasing of key milestones
due to resource constraints and a second phase followed which was completed and presented
to the Executive at the end of November 2015. Multiple workshops and individual meetings
helped to birth and refine the Operational Plan, which makes provision for short-term
(current financial year) and long-term (2018-2020) deliverables.

As a support to institutional memory, a document was produced which contains all relevant
facts, key milestone dates, key decisions and criteria for decision-making, pertaining to the
compilation of the Operational Plan.
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Figure 1 presents a snapshot of the main operational objectives and outputs; it should give
you as a valued member an indication of where SIOPSA’s efforts will be spent in the next few
years. Not shown here are the numerous milestones committed to each output.
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 Transformation
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services
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SIOPSA governed
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business
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Finalise
implementation plan
of Ops Plan - funding



Enhance and finalise
SIOPSA structure





 Increase access to the
profession
 Establish SIOPSA as
CPD accreditor
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means of a scorecard
Develop a 3-year
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scope of practice/
framework for
IOP
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framework (including
the oath, salary
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framework, Future
Fit workshop and
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Create buy-in from
all stakeholders
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(Heads of
Departments) re
curriculum matters
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through various
partners
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Marketing and
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Relationship with
regulatory bodies
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government
departments



SIOPSA Foundation –
establish



Education to broader
NGO/NPO
community

Mission:
As human behaviour specialists, we promote a fair and humane work situation in SA, to which all have an equal opportunity of access and within which all can perform
according to their abilities, can develop to their full potential and can experience a high quality of work life. SIOPSA translates the scientific body of I-O psychology
knowledge into fit-for-purpose practices to promote business objectives, and help employees flourish. To this end, SIOPSA exists to serve its members and strives to create
conditions in which IO psychologists will be able to deliver efficient and effective services to the benefit of all.

FIGURE 1: REACHING SIOPSA’ S VISION AND MISSION IS FACILITATED BY THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN O PERATIONAL PLAN COMPRISING SET OBJECTIVES, OUTPUTS AND SEVERAL MILESTONES ASSIGNED TO VARIOUS
MEMBERS OF THE E XECUTIVE AND PRIORITISED OVER A THREE - YEAR PERIOD
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2.2. Plan, direct and coordinate operational activities

Operational activities are coordinated at the highest level of management with the help of support
staff and Executive Committee members.

2.2.1 Working closely with Membership Services and Membership Growth have resulted in two
significant highlights for SIOPSA. These are:



An agreement with the Professional Provident Society (PPS) has been signed. According to
this agreement, all students who become members of PPS (membership is at no cost) will
have their SIOPSA membership fees paid by PPS – unconditionally; students are under no
obligation whatsoever to buy PPS’ products.



We have expanded our reach beyond individual members to include selected corporate
members. A pilot programme for corporate membership has been launched with seven
companies. By pooling resources and expertise, SIOPSA and its corporate members can
take the benefits of IOP to a higher level.

Thank you to Alison Felix and Zunica Ermel for their assistance.

2.2.2 My gratitude also goes to Lourens van Schalkwyk for his commitment to the SIOPSA Academy.
Significant consultation has resulted in a considered approach to get the Academy off the
ground. Initial marketing material, including a web page, has been created.

The SIOPSA Academy is a mechanism for knowledge brokering in a virtual, not-for-profit
organisation with many diverse members spread across the country. It will create and
leverage platforms and partner with like-minded individuals and organisations to facilitate the
sharing of scientific and practice-orientated knowledge as well as best-practice know how.
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It aims to build on existing learning from tertiary institutions, the internship programme and
CPD offerings to enhance and elevate IO psychology as a profession by sharing knowledge.

2.2.3 As part of offering value-added services to our members, we have successfully applied for
Continual Professional Development (CPD) accreditor status in the field of IOP, with the Health
Professionals’ Council of South Africa (HPCSA). A subsequent appeal to the HPCSA has resulted
in SIOPSA also receiving accreditor status in the field of psychometry.

With SIOPSA now able to accredit CPD-related events for continuing education units, we can
further lighten the HPCSA’s burden – and that of the sector – by performing the relevant
administration/accreditation and compliance monitoring tasks.
We are particularly pleased to have received accreditor status for the second category as well
– with SIOPSA’s focus on psychometry and commitment to continuous development of the
discipline, the Society is in an ideal position to provide CPD accreditation in this growing field.
Initial marketing material, including a web page, has been created.
Thanks to Deon Meiring for his drive and collaboration.

2.2.4 Productive collaboration with Karel Stanz has resulted in the successful completion and
implementation of one strategic, new memoranda of understanding (MoU) between SIOPSA
and the American Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP). Discussions and
agreements with two more strategic partners, Ethics SA and the Association of Business
Psychology (ABP), based in the United Kingdom, are in an advanced stage.

We are particularly excited about the MoU with SIOP. It covers a range of possibilities for
collaboration and learning, including collaborative and comparative research through
communities of interest; establishing a collective platform where best/better practice for
industry and governance can be shared; international exposure through Heads of faculty
exchange and student exchange; continual learning opportunities through webinars;
attendance and/or presentations at conferences; serving on each other’s committees or
communities of interest; and serving on the editorial boards of the respective societies’
journals.
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Members could also participate in joint projects as part of Professional Practice’s continuous
development where practitioner exchanges take place in collaboration with consulting firms
or through joint projects.

In addition, our members can apply for SIOP membership, enjoy the related benefits and
directly draw from that international knowledge repository. We are delighted that SIOP has
agreed to accommodate our members by allowing reduced fees.

I would like to use this opportunity to pay tribute to an international IOP stalwart and friend
of SIOPSA, Jim Outtz, who passed away recently. Jim was instrumental in our negotiations for
closer collaboration with SIOP. His mentorship and keen IOP acumen will be missed.

2.2.5 We have enjoyed a close working relationship with David Bischof from the Interest Group for
People Assessment in Industry (PAI) as well as Frans Cilliers from the Interest Group for
Systems Psychodynamics of Organisations (IGSPO). Opportunities for growth and even closer
collaboration between these groups as well as other Interest Groups, exist and are being
pursued.

2.2.6 Preparation for SIOPSA’s flagship event, our Annual Conference, has, of course, filled a lot of
our time. We have worked well with Anne Buckett and Juliette Powell to identify areas for
collaboration and support. Some of the highlights include securing new sponsors, new
exhibitors and negotiating additional sponsorship opportunities so as to price the Conference
optimally.

2.2.7 Additional cross-SIOPSA collaborations included:


Supporting the setting up of the SIOPSA Foundation with Carin Bergh;



Partnering with Andre Westraat in Transformation initiatives such as the first workshop
and negotiations for a possible bursary, sponsored by a partner; and
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Working closely with Steven Breger to begin the process of compiling SIOPSA’s Influence
Stakeholder matrix on which the Marketing and Communication plan will be based and
also streamlining SIOPSA’s marketing initiatives.

2.3. Drive marketing and brand recognition

2.3.1 First and foremost in reaching this objective, as well as ensuring full participation in our 2020
journey, must be our members. We have made a concerted effort to keep our members up to
date with developments at SIOPSA.

2.3.2 Targeted marketing to enhance SIOPSA’s brand recognition and establish SIOPSA as the
leading professional Society for the IOP profession, community and all its related
stakeholders, is critical to reach the Society’s goals.

Our activities in reaching this objective centres on connecting the science practitioner with
business and the broader community, leveraging marketing and technology, and establishing
mutually beneficial relationships with regulatory bodies.

During the year, we have identified and collaborated with key stakeholders with whom SIOPSA
can forge symbiotic relationships, thereby extending our brand.

Two key highlights in this regard are alliances focusing on Knowledge Resources and involving
corporate members, in producing book or chapter publications. As mentioned earlier, the
pilot corporate membership programme features seven organisations and at the time of
writing this, negotiations were ongoing with two more.

SIOPSA’s Strategy 2020 takes a long-term view of the envisioned growth of the Society as well
as the value of IOP – and thus its professionals – in South Africa. Raising the profile of IOP in
South Africa and significantly increasing SIOPSA’s membership footprint through individual
members as well as corporate members are inherent to reaching its objectives.
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2.3.3 We have significantly increased our interaction with key regulatory bodies and government
departments. These include:


The newly established Psychometrics Committee, led by Prof. David Maree;



The HPCSA, with Leon van Vuuren from the Board of Psychology and Deon Meiring from
SIOPSA and University of Pretoria, regarding Ethics and the role SIOPSA could play in this
area;



The International Test Commission (ITC), via Aletta Odendaal, as ITC Secretary, towards a
SIOPSA/PAI affiliation with the ITC; and



Initiating contact with the Department of Labour – a key stakeholder with whom SIOPSA
has not had previous contact.

2.3.4 Our relationships with the Heads of Departments (HOD) at universities remain a top priority.
The first HOD Forum hosted during our Annual Conference in 2015 resulted in meaningful
dialogue around opportunities for working together to advance the IOP profession, as well as
composing a SIOPSA-HOD charter.
We have increased our communication to these stakeholders, and are preparing for the
second HOD Forum to take place during the 2016 Conference, where further synergies will be
discussed.

2.4. Advance SIOPSA’s vision to work towards financial independence and sustainable growth
All of our activities contribute in some way to advancing SIOPSA’s vision, mission and strategic
objectives. From a business perspective, we aim to ensure financial independence and sustainable
growth as a professional society that, while not a profit-making concern, is managed on sound
business principles.

Focus areas during this year, drawing from the activities discussed earlier, include increasing financial
growth to enable the implementation of the SIOPSA Operational Plan in pursuit of reaching Strategy
2020 goals; ensuring organisational growth; translating and communicating member benefits into
tangible and intangible products and services; strengthening our relationships with existing
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stakeholder groups; and establishing relationships with other not-for-profit and non-governmental
organisations relevant to SIOPSA’s vision.

Figure 2 provides an overview of progress during the past year.

F2.5.
IGURE
2: DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS
OF THE
SIOPSA Oefficiency,
PERATIONAL
PLANand
CONTRIBUTE
Day-to-day
operations
to ensure
productivity,
quality
service TO REACHING
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
The office is responsible for the operationalising of SIOPSA 2020 and ensuring the day-to-day
runnings bring SIOPSA closer to the desired end result. During the past year, significant effort has
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gone into ensuring that resources are managed in a cost-effective manner to the benefit of our
members.

The office functions were streamlined and regular contact institutionalised as part of cogent office
management as well as a means to proactively deal with opportunities or challenges that might
influence members. Further management functions included updating and implementing new service
level agreements with suppliers, such as that of SIOPSA’s website service provider.

Changes included updates and enhancements to specifically the Finance function, with a view to
prepare for additional income streams and to clear SIOPSA’s debtors’ book. Change management
formed an important part of restructuring office functions. We carefully considered the best way to
leverage the limited time available per week to engage directly with members via requests or
questions received. Time was also spent in devising and implementing strategies to improve SIOPSA’s
cash flow.

Recently, and in collaboration with other SIOPSA committees, we started the process to bed down
SIOPSA’s stakeholder relations, and communication and marketing strategies. I am looking forward
to completing this process in the new financial year as it will add impetus and focus to implementing
Strategy 2020.

3. In closing

2016 has been an incredibly busy and satisfying year. It has had its fair share of challenges, but the
commitment and insight from our SIOPSA colleagues and partners have helped to turn these into
opportunities.

With our focus on inculcating a culture of excellence, I am confident that our Society will continue to
grow – not only in numbers, but also, and especially, in the impact it makes on South Africa through
world-class IOP methodologies.
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I thank you for your engagement with and contribution to our activities. A special word of thanks to
the stars in my office: Juliette Powell, Rosalie Williams and Rentia de Bruyn.

I wish our outgoing SIOPSA President, Llewellyn van Zyl, well in his future endeavours and specifically
with his commitment and on-going contribution to the field of IO Psychology. In the same breath, I
welcome Manoko Ratala as SIOPSA’s new President – may your tenure be productive and satisfying,
we look forward to benefiting from your wisdom and experience.

Juliette Powell
Office Manager and
Events co-ordinator

Rosalie Williams
Administrator
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Membership
Membership Fees
The fees below were confirmed for the new year.

Table 1: Increase in SIOPSA membership fees from 2065 to 2017

2017 PROPOSED

FULL

ASSOCIATE

FOREIGN
AFFILIATE

AFFILIATE

EMERGING
PSYCHOLOGIST

160.00

160.00

135.00

125.00

535.00

500.00

480.00

450.00

895.00

2016
850.00

795.00

750.00

950.00

895.00

850.00

2017 EARLY BIRD PROPOSED

795.00

1 060.00

995.00

950.00

2016 EARLY BIRD
895.00

1 060.00

995.00

950.00

895.00

MEMBERSHIP FEES 2017

STUDENT

Honorary Membership
The following individuals will receive honorary membership for their contribution to either the
discipline, or the profession of Industrial and Organisational Psychology in South Africa.

1. Prof. Melinde Coetzee (UNISA) – For her distinguished service to the discipline of IOP through
the advancement of career psychological research in Africa.
2. André Lombard (SIOPSA Treasurer) – For his distinguished service to the Society for Industrial
and Organisational Psychology of South Africa.
3. Prof. Llewellyn Ellardus van Zyl (NWU) – For his distinguished service to the Society for
Industrial and Organisational Psychology of South Africa.
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Presidential Awards
In the continued tradition of acknowledging the contributions of individuals to the development of
the profession, the discipline and the Society, the following presidential awards will be presented:

Internal Awards:
Branch of the Year: Cape Town & Pretoria.
Interest Group of the Year: PAI.
Prof. Deon Meiring – Awarded for his contribution to the Society through (a) Establishing
SIOPSA as a CPD accreditor and (b) developing statutory guidelines for ethical practices of
IOPs.
Dr. Lourens van Schalkwyk - Awarded for his significant contribution to the Society through
establishing the SIOPSA Academy.
Anne Buckett - Awarded for her significant contribution to the Society through arranging the
conference under severe financial pressures. Her contribution aided drawing the highest number
of registered delegates in the history of SIOPSA.
Carin Bergh - Awarded for her significant contribution to the Society through establishing the
SIOPSA Foundation and running various successful CSI projects this year.
David Bischoff - Awarded for his significant contribution to the Society through his work in
PAI.
External awards:
Prof. Freddie Crous - Awarded for his distinguished contribution to the discipline of industrial
and organisational psychology in South Africa. He developed a ground breaking theory relating
to Origin Psychology.
Prof. Gert Roodt - Awarded for his distinguished contribution to the discipline of industrial
and organisational psychology in South Africa. He has served the Society, the Profession and
the Discipline for almost 30 years and made ground breaking contributions to each.
Prof. Johan Malan - Awarded for his distinguished contribution to industrial and
organisational psychology in South Africa. He has championed the professionalization,
standardization and training of psychometrists in South Africa
Fred Guest - Awarded for his significant contribution to industrial and organisational
psychology in South Africa.
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Institutional Award
University of Johannesburg - Awarded for their continued commitment, dedication and
contribution to industrial and organisational psychology in South Africa

Treasury
Finance and Treasury
Treasurer's Report 2016

Introduction
Our SIOPSA financial year ending 31 July 2016 has seen Treasury matters taking centre stage more so than ever before, and not surprisingly so. The reality of a SIOPSA-in-transition, with a
member mandate of taking SIOPSA Strategy 2020 forward under the auspices of a finely-crafted
Operational Plan, has sparked landmark new initiatives with some real paradigm shifts. One such
shift was anchored in an important overarching strategic guideline, embodied in one of the
SIOPSA 2020 pillars - to run the Society according to business principles within its scope as a
NGO.

Amidst the consequent excitement, expectation and truly commendable hard work of so many
SIOPSA colleagues over the past year, the challenge from a SIOPSA money matters perspective,
was to sustain a viable and credible Treasury platform in our pursuit of SIOPSA 2020.

The Financial Plan
At the previous AGM we shared, at high level, the MANCO-thoroughly deliberated Operational
Plan including the trajectory regarding the accompanying financials. The 2016 Financial Plan
(budget) was courageously yet responsibly crafted, to facilitate short term "quick wins" for 2016
activities. It also considered the longer term window of phased Operational Plan actions. To this
end, the 2016 budget was most notably characterised by aggressive top line growth (revenue):
in the form of 15% growth in membership; a 5% growth in conference billings; and two brand
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new strategy-charged income streams: a) the launch of the new SIOPSA Academy; and b) income
from SIOPSA CPD accreditation activities.

The accumulated amplified revenue budget implied a projected growth of 52% compared to the
budget for the previous cycle. This would adequately fund the increased fixed expenses budget
(around 27% vis-a-vis 2015), which related in particular to strategy-supporting fixed cost
resourcing (e.g. staff cost; office space; website, etc).

The costing for the Operational Plan initiatives, highlighted as a separate strategic cost line item
"below-the-line", amounted to a cost of around R 700 000, subsequently purported to be spent
over a phased period of three years. It was envisaged that through the prudent prioritisation of
Operational Plan actions, concrete results could already be yielded in 2016 with an amount of
only around R242 000, later refined to a figure of R 170 000. Owing to austerity measures which
MANCO resolved to introduce during the year, the latter amount was however never spent - and
the original budget was subjected to two Profit Improvement Plan ("PIP") permutations mostly
in favour of cost containment and cash flow bridging considerations.

The 2016 Highlights
Billings for our budgeted bruto income stream for Annual Conference 2016, still our one single
main source of income, fell short (at time of writing this report) by approximately 9% on the
PIP2016 budget (and 6% on the original budget). Last minute Conference bookings,
characteristic for this year, was continuously pouring in and it is feasible that Conference budget
may be achieved. Our budgeted Conference income for 2016 resembled a 20% growth over 2015.
Conference sponsorships, included in aforementioned income, grew (actual billings) by 10%
over 2015, while exhibitors grew by 32%. On counter side, our Conference expenses, through
strict and creative expense control discipline, as well as profitable negotiations, came to virtually
spot-on original budget figures.

Our consolidated membership count grew by 19% over 2015. At a total count of 835 ratified and
paid-up members (at time of writing this report), we ended favourably vis-a-vis budget-targeted
membership numbers, exceeding target by 4%. Commensurate income from membership fees,
as our secondary most notable traditional income source, grew by 16,5% over 2015 and it was
in excess of 14% over budget. Of note, is the growth of a previously non-budgeted new income
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source - corporate memberships - yielding a cumulative total membership income growth of
30% and a welcome positive budget variance of 17%. To note, akin to the previous term, Society
active guests (non-members) who have been participating in our events, added up to the 1 166
mark.

Other key highlights signifying our Treasury and Finance activities were as follows:


Reflecting on the finally-audited SIOPSA 2015 Annual Financial statements, we concluded
at 31 July 2015 with a significantly improved financial result over 2014 - albeit in deficit
due to statutory corrections, at a figure of -R115k, vis-a-vis R -R467k for 2014. Similarly
positive, a much improved cash position existed at 2015 year-end, in positive territory
and 30% better than 2014.



A surge in membership renewals within only four months of the new financial year, with
Early-bird discount offers and the incentive of Early-bird

Conference 2016 fees

qualification, given a deadline date for enrolment/renewal, caused the Society to have
ratified and paid-up members of 449 on 30 November 2015: an all-time record.


Debt management has seen an improvement of enormous proportions, thanks to our new
in-house invoicing systems and the rigorous efforts of our SIOPSA office staff - the
2015/2016 Debtors book has been reduced to record lows, inter alia with third party aid
at a point in time; we are in a position to report that no bad debts will reflect for this
financial year.



Our in-house invoicing system came on stream, also for the benefit of our members, and
we have already in its first year of operation reaped the fruit of managing debt much more
effectively in real-time.



The in-sourcing of our Accounting function has proven to be an excellent strategic
decision

for the Society - it made for much-improved financial governance and

professionalism, together with the utilisation of due experience and expertise; and
prudent financial systems, budget and cash flow control and projections.


As a catalyst to de-risk the Society's traditional dependability on one main income
generator - the Conference, followed by secondary income from membership fees - we
have ventured into the launch of diversified income streaming: the new SIOPSA Academy
and the CPD accreditation income sources; the Academy launched its first event very
successfully in June 2016 with a higher-than-anticipated participant turnout and income
(R43k).
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Regional events, run in various degrees of regularity across the country, have by and large
heeded good treasury control; they managed their finance affairs with reasonable
discipline to the extent that it did not impact negatively on the SIOPSA coffers.



Interest group events, like IGSPO and PAI, were professionally organised and proved to
be profitable income earners.



The implementation of the Operational Plan continued successfully with priorities revisited, within cash flow constraints, and with minimal cash spent; examples included:
new website pages imports on Academy and CPD; SIOPSA Foundation; EXCO portfolios,
membership growth; Academy launch; CPD Accreditor status; HOD workshops, etc.)

The Challenges
As had been indicated, our most important challenge remains to navigate the SIOPSA Treasury
in such a manner that sound and sustainable financial footing remains intact towards the
realisation of the SIOPSA 2020 Vision. The key to success lies implicit therein to balance and
optimise the triad financial equation: SIOPSA Strategy 2020- Expense (resources) requiredRevenue required. To this end, an ambitious and "bullish" Budget 2016 has been adopted, with
(reduced) Operational Plan expenditure posted as an Exceptional Expense item; all of which met
with hard work, energy and dedication to realise the set budget and subsequent targets.

As shown above, much has been achieved, but not without having had to develop Profit
Improvement Plans and cost containment measures, thus implemented to drive budget and
target achievements. Queries and scrutiny from the Advisory Board also needed to be addressed
- we were thankful for the valuable comments offered on our financial scenarios. The topics were
dealt with at length and clarified in detail.

Some key challenges that underscored our Finance activities were as follows:


Various operational, economic and logistics factors impacted on our planned revenue
growth - notably associated with the envisaged and budgeted new income stream
generators, i.e. Academy and CPD Accreditations: a) the Academy only saw one event
launched late in the year; b) our application for CDP Accreditation status at the HPCSA
endured for an undue amount of time, before we duly commenced to accredit, but only
two entities; c) all of aforementioned caused a huge deficit in planned revenue of around
R750k.
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Our usual cyclical cash flow issues very early in the new financial year, due to slack
membership renewals and the Conference staged only in the very last month of the
financial year with the accompanying bulk funds inflow, caused us to yet again draw cash
twice from our investment at Stanlib; these were, in the main, applied for finance bridging
purposes.



The continuous last-minute torrent of activity and uncertainty in the effort to exact
financial year-end results (income/expense), with Conference right at the conclusion of
the financial year, remained a massive challenge.



Employee costs have for the first time, with four employees in office, registered in its full
12-month cycle - as opposed to the previous year when the COO had only been in office
for 6 months, and with the Financial Controller position only marginally recorded (latter
position only commenced in July 2015).



The rental for our Office space at the Midrand-based "Xtra Space" venue, has become
prohibitively high compared to the (declining) service and benefit we have been receiving
of late.



The services from Standard Bank has sadly been seriously deteriorating (for a second time
running) and it has reached a level of unacceptability; basic common-cause
responsiveness and bureaucratic procedures have impacted negatively on our ability to
optimise certain efficiencies in our finance administration.



The services from our Auditors, similarly and regrettably, has not been optimal and
expedient as we would have expected (at the cost), i.e. for the completion of the auditing
process - it took until June this year to finally sign off on the 2015 Annual Financial
Statements, a relatively simple exercise that should have taken no longer than four months
into the new year.

Sound financial governance within SIOPSA continues to remain a key imperative for us. The fine
balance between good investment, cost containment and necessary expensing on the
Operational Plan initiatives in pursuit of vision and growth stand central to our financial wellbeing. The latter is coupled with good financial discipline, benchmarks and controls, and as
always, many role players have contributed this year towards this end.
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A word of thanks

My sincerest gratitude is extended to SIOPSA President 2016, Llewellyn van Zyl, my colleagues
on the MANCO, COO Nadene Venter and the Executive; and also to our remarkable SIOPSA office
so ably steered by Nadene, with stalwarts Juliette Erasmus, assisted by Rosalie Williams, and our
very able Financial Controller, Rentia. I have again been deeply gratified by their continuing
support rendering a very special camaraderie and productivity between us. I also commend our
Regional and Interest Group Chairs, Committees, and our members at large, for helping to render
SIOPSA a financially stable association.

The audited financial statements for the financial year ending 31 July 2015, as signed off, is
available on the SIOPSA website. The audited statements for this financial year ending 2016 will
be available by 30 November 2016 and posted on the website as soon as they are signed off.
The Executive is however pleased to report in the interim that the Society seems to remain in
sound financial position.

SIOPSA is registered as a non-profit organisation in terms of the Non-Profit Organisations Act of
1997 with registration number 042-531-NPO. As per requirements, the Society’s NPO report to
the Registrar of non-profit organisations will be duly submitted pursuant to the audit.

Financial Positions July 2015/16/17
For due transparency, our preliminary Budget for 2017 (note: tentative and subject to final
scrutiny at the time of this report) is shown below, together with the audited Income Statement
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figures for the 12 months ending 30 June 2015. Our projected results for 2016 (also tentative)
based on YTD Actuals and extrapolation of known costs, are also shown, but no Variance Analysis
and comments are shown as yet because of the unconfirmed nature of the exact Actuals figures
as at 31 July 2016.
Society for Industrial and Organisational Psychology of SA
Financials for the years ending 31 July 2015/2016/2017
Statement of Comprehensive
Income
Figures in Rand

Actual
Audited
Jul'15
12mth

YTD/
Projected
Jul'16

Budget

Revenue
Conference and Regional Events
Membership fees
Academy
CPD
Sponsorships

2 707 237
2 191 379
515 858
-

3 235 573
2 484 474
671 225
42 105
7 769
30 000

4 040 722
2 940 696
727 856
274 640
67 530
30 000

Cost of sales
Conference and Regional costs
Academy
Sponsorships
Journals
Gross Profit / (Loss)

1 267 711
1 267 711
1 439 526

1 163 410
1 087 380
34 714
5 566
35 750
2 072 163

1 686 737
1 399 168
198 424
54 000
35 145
2 353 985

11 525
103 197
114 722

-

45 000
45 000

1 669 557
64 334
162 024
16 159
169 291
10 000
1 223
23 678
745 307

2 156 533
75 945
11 760
118 928
5 500
1 506 554

2 279 173
10 000
14 852
275 248
1 634 353

Other Income
Dividends received
Interest received

Operating expenses
Accounting Fees
Admin & Secretarial Fees
Bad debt
Bank Charges
Computer Expenses
Consumables
Cleaning
Depreciation
Donations
Employee Costs
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Entertainment & Refreshments
Expenses
Insurance
Marketing & Promotions
Postage and couriers
Printing & Stationery
Rent al - offices
Reviewers remuneration
SARS penalties & Interest
Subscriptions
Telephone & Fax
Training & Recruitment
Travel & Accommodation
Surplus/Deficit for the year
Expansion Plan

11 660

8 655

10 000

2 741
336
26 513
172 208
14 080
20 802
12 603
21 118
10 300
185 362

5 130
4 026
1 774
247 264
2 111
22 010
146 876

6 092
15 000
4 000
15 000
106 393
18 411
23 922
10 000
125 900

(115 309)

(84 369)

112 802
170 000

Budget and 2017 Outlook
Our proposed 2017 Budget will continue to focus on Operational Plan priorities, giving effect to
the seven (7) set priorities and its commensurate actions. It aims to navigate SIOPSA into full
swing according to a transitionary model in a "Phase 2" mode on its journey towards realisation
of its central Vision.
From a financial viewpoint, two considerations are at play in this regard:


To implement the second phase planned actions with accompanying financial
implications

(R 170k) as denoted - the funding and execution of the key-identified

actions, as prioritised.


To drive towards the very real opportunity-cum-imperative of fostering the SIOPSA
Academy and its income stream, with focus events and regional events, to underscore
funding of the Operational Plan actions.

Highlights, targets, assumptions and areas of focus in Budget 2017, in short, are as follows:


Continued financial sustainability as a key priority with top-line income growth and a
costs downward drive.
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Continued membership growth at 5%, inclusive of a corporate membership growth (from
7 to 9 members).



Owing to the current year success, the membership Early-bird incentives towards paidup membership within the first three months of 2017, should remain intact.



SIOPSA Academy finding full traction, up and running, gaining momentum; profitable and
yielding significant impact across SIOPSA events (i.e. also with Regional and Interest
Group events) - the proposed budget is set at conservative to realistic levels.



The Academy events carry a Joint Venture/ partnership/ consulting fees model,
pertaining to a cost - the model will however be dynamic and flexible enough to allow for
event-by-event negotiation of the consulting fees components.



SIOPSA CPD Accreditor income poses lesser clarity as to expected activities; however
margins are good and a stern marketing approach (showing differentiation) into
identified "niche markets" will be required to achieve and even supersede the set
budgeted income amount.



Realism is built into the 2017 SIOPSA Membership and Conference fees structures, i.e. a
mere CPIX increase is proposed.



As a general note: much more robust, focused and aggressive marketing should be
adopted for all aspects of the SIOPSA income stream touch points.



A continued drive to keep costs constraints in check via hands-on financial costs tracking;
notable focus areas that have been already brought to bear in the proposed budget
include:
- Office space/venue change, with innovative options - already a massive 55% downward
cost from 2016 Actuals is envisaged.
- Employee costs effectiveness optimisation - with creative remuneration options,
including remuneration models with fixed and variable cost components, and
performance management incentives - a 10% reduction from BUD 2016 is envisaged.
- Close scrutiny on travel and accommodation costs; number-of-Exco-events restructure/
lesser physical contact sessions/magnitude of MANCO, COO, President travel support
may need to be revisited - a 15% reduction over 2016 Actual cost is envisaged.
- a very tight control on the Debtors book will continue to ensure that no bad debts figures
are recorded at the end of the cycle.
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It is imperative that the timing of the Annual Conference 2017 is changed to occur
between April and May 2017, for reasons cited earlier on in this report (cash flow issues
and uncertainty as regards exacting year-end financials, for reporting).



Consideration in lieu of a change of financial year cycle may possibly be warranted in the
not-too-distant future.



It is furthermore suggested that the withdrawn investment funds, extracted for purposes
of bridging finances during the 2016 financial year, be kept in the current account for the
time being.



Alternative investment options for improved fund performance is recommended.

On a personal note
This has been my final year as the SIOPSA National Treasurer, concluding my tenure after four
years. It has been a sheer pleasure to serve SIOPSA to the best of my ability in this capacity. I
submit that all the hours and dedication to my portfolio duties have been offered as a calling and because the SIOPSA cause has grown very close to my heart. This is especially true as SIOPSA
has been navigating since recent times into exciting, if not unchartered, waters - in my view, on
target and in the right direction.

I am humbled and honoured to have been nominated to join the Honorary membership team. It
instils in me a sense of joy and pleasure that I will still be associated with SIOPSA going into the
future, albeit in this new capacity. My sincere and heartfelt thanks go to all of my wonderful
SIOPSA MANCO colleagues over the years - for your camaraderie, support, cooperation and
teamwork ethic. It has been nothing short of gratifying.

May my successor be recipient of the same spirit of support and togetherness. I am handing the
Treasurer baton over, indeed with confidence, to a very able successor, the name of whom will
be ratified at the SIOPSA 2016 Annual General Meeting.

To the SIOPSA Management Committee, the SIOPSA Office and the Executive Committee of the
new financial cycle, with Manoko at the helm in the President seat: Bon Voyage! May SIOPSA
grow from strength to strength in its pursuit of SIOPSA 2020.
Prepared by André Lombard
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Closing Remarks
From the President
It has been a tremendous honour and privilege to serve the Society and my profession during this
cycle. I have been humbled by working with such an extraordinary team, whom have made
tremendous personal and professional sacrifices in order to realise SIOPSA’s 2020 Dreams.

Prof. Llewellyn Ellardus van Zyl
SIOPSA President, 2015/2016
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